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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to develop a
competency-based curriculum for Union Springs Academy,
Union Springs, New York. The curriculum was based
on the subject areas for which Union Springs Academy
had facilities and was in agreement with the philosophy
of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church.
The revierr of literature showed a variety of
areas in education and physical education where
competency-based programs were used effectively.
Construction of the units consisEed of three parts.
Part one was the unit objectives; part two, the
competencies; and part three, the scoresheet. Each
unit also included a list of reference resources.
The areas included in the curriculum were
archery, badminton, basketball, field hockey, flagbaI1,
floor hockey, go1f, physical fitness, recreational
activities, ro11er skating, soccer, softball, tennis,
track and field, tumblirg, and volleyball.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCT工ON
Accountability has become the password for
educat■on n recent years.  The ■ncrease ■n schOol
budgets with the corresPonding revolt Of taxPayers has
led to a multitude of investigatiOns in just what
educat■o■ s supposed to do, what ■t■s accomplishing
and how it is going about measuring the results.
Taxpayers are demanding to know fOr what their money
is gOing and what they, or their children, are getting
for the dollare
How does one describe accOuntability in
education?イ~Harro乃(43:63)quoted Riles as saying that
accountability is "。 。 。 the process of sett■ng goals,
making resources available for meeting 。 。 。  thOse
goals and conducting regular evaluation e . 。 ."
If one accepts this defin■t■On, then one has to say
that educational institutiOns will have to set up
curriculums that establish specific 80also  These
goals will have to be capable of being measured and
conta■n a descript■o■ Of how they are tO be measured
(43)。  These twO criteria must be met; Otherwise, One
could not measure accOuntability.
Competency―based programs will fulfill this
objectiveo  TO illustrate the importance of
accountability or competencies, all one has to do is
look at a few facts. A report given in L977 indicates
that 29 states, which have a total of two-thirds of
the children attending sehool, have started a process
to involve some type of accountability of the
educational process through a measure of competencies
(53). Burns and Klingstedt (27) have estimated that
all 50 states will eventually become involved in some
type of minimum competency tests. New York State
already has minimum competency tests for English,
mathematicsr science, reading, and writing. These
tests must be passed before a student can graduate.
With this annount of effort being spent on
becoming accountable, educators can not refuse to
recognize its importance. Education is accountable
for what it does and, therefore, must publicly
declare what it is that education is doing and how.
it is measuring success.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this paper is to develop a
competency-based curriculum for the physical education
department of Union Springs Academy, Union Springs,
New York.
2
Scope of Problem
At present Union Springs Academy has no defined
curriculum in physical education. Enrollment into a
physical education class is done primarily on a basis
of class standing, i.e. freshman, sophomore, and so
forth. Students may choose whichever class they wish
to attend or may be forced into a different class
because of scheduling conflicts.
It would be beneficial to the physi".t education
program at Union Springs Academy to 1) define the
different areas being taught in order to keep a record
of what is taught year by year, allow for better
affiliation with other academies and especially the ten
grade church schools which send their students to Union
Springs Academy, and reduce the amount of double or even
triple expo'sure to the same material to students
enrolled at the academy; 2) define what a student is
expected to do in physical education for a grade; and
3) as a result of the above, change the grading system
to a letter grade (A-F) which would allow the credit
and grading system to be in compliance with other
academic areas.
Delimitations
The following hrere delimitations of this
project:
41, The project was deLimited to those skill
areas taught at Union Springs Academy in accordance
with its philosophy and educational objectives.
2. The project was delimited to rhose skil1
areas for which Union Springs Academy has facilities,
or where adequate facilities are available in Ehe
conmunity.
3.
limitations
4.
psychomotor
2. The project was
and competencies determined
Springs Academy.
The project was del:imited by the time
imposed by the schedulirrg,
The project was delirnited to the
and cognitive domains.
Limitations
The following r^rere limitations of this project:
1. The project was limited in its application
to Union Springs Academy.
limited to the objectives
by the staff of Union
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEMTURE
The review of related literature was divided
into the following areas: (1) the history of
competency-based education, (Z) individuaLtzed
education, (3) competency-based education, (4)
competency-based education in physical education, and
(5) sumnary.
History of Competency-Based Education
The concept of competency-based education is
really not new Eo education. The ideas and philosophy
for competency-based programs was first recorded at the
Jackson's Mill conference in L94B (39). The ideas
presented at this conference contained an amazing
amount of the basic elements of a competency-based
educational program. Even with Fh" philosophical
background starting this early, it was not until the
conference held by the American Association of colleges
for Teacher Education in tgTL that the door opened for
competency-based education (56). rt was at this
conference that Elan's "performance-based Teacher
Education: what rs the state of Art?" was presented
and started the movement in its fu1l potential (16).
competency-based education had its roots in
' , ., 5' - ,:..,
6the movement towards individualization of education.
Probably the first of the forerunners was prograurned
instruction. In this program the student was given
certain material to complete. The next step was
performance-based education (49) . Performance-based
education was basically the same as competency-based
programs in that it described, through objectives, a
behavior expected of the student, but differed by not
including any additional criteria (25).
One of the major components of a
competency-based program was found in the movement
towards behavioral objectives. This forsr of the
educational process contained the essence of defining
what the student is supposed to do and under what
circumstances.
When writing behavioral objectives the first
task of the educator is to identify clearly what
objectives he wants the students to achieve (28r35r37).
The educator should remember that it is the learning
of the student that matters. Just as with a coach
whose accountability is with what the players do, the
teacher is judged by what the students learn (32r35136,
59). rn writing behavioral objectives it should be
remembered that the goal is to allow the student ,.:-
to know what it is that he has to do in order to get a
certain grade (59 164) .
Behavioral objectives have two essential parts.
The first is the observable performance. Wtrat is it
that the student must do? The second part is the
criteria under which the acceptable performance is
given (32r54164). The end result of behavioral
objectives is to explicitly state that Johnny or
Jane will do a particular activity under a specific
set of criteria, such as size of target, time, number
of trials, scoring, and so forth. I,,Ihen giving written
tests, the teacher should set the guidelines and state
what textbooks and reference books are to be used (60).
It is conceivable that written tests include not only
the rules of the game, but strategy, mechanical
principles, and safety features (45).
Individu alLzed Ins truc tion
There is much evidence to support the concept
that individualiztng education shows promise of being
one of the most effective methods that a teacher can
employ to increase learning in the area of physical
education (10r18). Although this statement.does not
exclude other methods, it does mean that individualized
instruction is just as effective in teaching skills and
perhaps more effective in teaching knowledge and
attitudes than the traditional methods.
-Individual instruction is a major asset to
education. By this approach educators can teach more
effectively (3,10,15,18). This applies not only ro
I
the skiI1 areas but also the cognitive and affective
domains (2rl5r18,49). The research represented by
many educators is surmned up by Burdin and Mathieson
(24); they found that the recurring conclusion was
education should be individualLzed.
The thought that has become the central theme
in education is that ". education must be
learner-and-learning centered, not teacher-and-teaching
centered" (55;29), Accountability and competencies
not only deal with overall plans but the individual.'
It is the individual needs that must be met. Those,
programs that allow for differences between students,
that permit students to progress at their own rate,
and that tend to place the responsibility for behavior
on the student, will more effectively meet the student's
needs than any other programs (41).
Young and Van I'londfrans (71) reported that as
the ,involvement of a student increased within a program,
such as being given choices and being able to
experiment, the student took more interest in the
program. Mancini (72:136) found that:
I{hen children are given the opportunities to
share with the teacher in the dec-i-sion-nakineprocess . they clearly show increased enloyment
of !t,g program over children who are not giv6n-
-dec1s ron-makrng opportunrtres ;.. .
Mancini (72) also concluded that when children were
involved in the decision-making process, there was an
increase in the number of student contributions,
9initiations, and a more positive interaction between
the students and the teachers. Martinek (73) found
that student involvement in the decision-making process
had a definite effect on the self-concept of the chi1d.
Along with the added interest comes the
willingness to learn what is being taught (121. The
whole concept of individualized programs is ". . . to
provide a maximum of positive experiences" (66:51).
Once students enjoy education, one can be assured
there is increased learning occurring (6,39 r52) .
Individualized instruction has been effectively
used in education. IIcDonald and Nelson (8) found that
the best learning situations for individuals to learn
ski11s, knowledge, or attitudes is through those
practices which have democratic procedures. Hoover
(4) found that the more a teacher uses individualized
methods, the more chance there is that one can
effectively change attitudes. Hoover (4) also found
that when students impose a t,ask on themselves they
will have more interest to complete it. This interest
not only occupied the end product but also the methods
used to achieve the outcome.
A study completed by Hill (3) comparing rhe
lecture to the group discussion method confirmed that
the discussion group rrras superior in changing not
only abilities but attitudes. Hill (3) also found
the discussion group superior in relations within
10
the structural makeup of the class.
Competency-Based Education
Competency-based education is an individual
program (39). When one looks at what
competency-based education is supposed to accomplish,
this is an undeniable fact. Although not all
competency-based programs are a1ike, most will include
some facets of the following points. In
competency-based programs it is possible that the
student will choose his starting point, his methods,
his rate of progress, and so forth. Competency-based
programs wi'11 involve the individual in the learning
process. Not all individualLzed programs are
competency-based. Competency-based education is only
a segment of the individual education movement.
As discussed earlier, education shouLd be
centered on the learner. hlhatever decisions are made
by a physical educatorr or any educator, should be
based on factual knowledge about the student. When
considering the course that a student should follow,
it can be assumed that the more a person knows about
the student, and the more .accurate the information,
the greater is the possibility of helping that student
with proper decisions toward his development (4G),
At present., a grade of ttAtt, ttBt', "Ctt , and- so
forth means little in a file, but in a
―――
―――?
?
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competency-based program that same letter grade would
provide exact information on what the student
competencies were and the criteria under which the
competencies were measured.
Programs which are competency-based have two
basic attributes. One is that the student knows what
is expected of him upon entering the class. These
expectations would be listed as behavioral objectives
defining the competency and the criteria for measuring
the competency. The second attribute of
competency-based programs is that the expectations
would be made public before the student entered the
class (57).
By following these two attributes, the
competency-based program will insure accountability
by defining the product of the program and what the
student will know and will do (511. Grace (39:5)
quoted Massonari as stating ". that 'It is the
degree of specificity and explicitness . . . in
competence to be demonstrated that tends to distinquish
competency-based programs from the traditional . . . .,,,
Competency-based education is defined as:
a system which permits the student to
choose a standard of intended performance
established by the.teacher, anil work toward itssuccessful com-pletion by. sitisfying the
requirements which comp-rise thai sEanaara (65: g0) 
.
The advantages of a competency-based curriculum
are numerous. The advantage of individualization in
t2
a competency-based program has already been discussed.
Among the most important advantages are those which
benefit the student.
Students should have a knowledge of what they
are expected to do in a class (19164). By allowing rthe
student to know what is expected, one eliminates the
vagueness and ambiguity of many traditional programs
(39). Also eliminated in the competency-based program
is the need for students to develop strategies to
determine just what the teacher wants (29) . Thus, in
this type of program guessing is done away as are
misdirected efforts and inefficient activities on the
part of the student (26).
Of major importance when considering advantages
of competency-based instruction is the feeling the
student. has of accomplishment. Once a student is
arrrare of what is expected of him, he can then assess
how to go about reaching those goals. The student has a
clear picture of his role and how to relaLe as an
individual to that role (3gr4g). Franks, I"Iarollo, and
Dillion (36) and Klingsredr (49) found rhar when
students knew what tasks were ahead of them they could
pursue them with better understanding and feel a greaLer
sense of accomplishment when they achieved the criteria
spelled out for a particular competency.
Burdin and Mathieson (24) found that students,
attitudes and reactions lrere more positive in
13
competency-based programs than students in traditional
programs. When a student completed a competency-based
class in physical education, he knew he achieved a
certain level of proficiency in ski11s and knowledge
(38) 
.
The reduction of-student anxiety is another
product of Ehe competency-based program (71). In
traditional systems anxiety is .brought forward when
everyone takes the test at the same time and there is
no second chance to take the test. It is a once-given
situation, ready or not. Most of the time there is no
real evidence of what will be on the test. Anxiety can
be caused when papers are due, when one has to perform
a given activity in front of the class, and in many
other similar situations. How do competency-based
programs help eliminate anxiety? The student chooses
when he is ready to take a test (71). In
competency-based education the time varies, but the
competency remains constant (39 r49). Within this
framework students submit papers or perform tasks and
". learn from their mistakes without penalty . . .',
(66:51). The student is free to perform at his o$,n
rate and if necessary resubmit papers and learn what
he can do to better himself before a grade is given
(6s).
rndividual needs of the students can be met
more efficiently with a performance-based program.
L4
Freischlag (37) found that pretests could prevent a
student from wasting time in class sessions by
repeating performances in areas the student has already
mastered. A student in a competency-based program
could telI exactly in which area improvement was
necessary and concentrate his efforts there.
The public and the teacher also share in the
advantages of a competency-based program. The public
is better informed as to what the school is trying to
accomplish, and the school has a documentation of its
accountability for what it is doing (26,27 ,35 ,57) .
Once a competency-based curriculum has been
established, a teacher will gain a specific advantage.
Well stated behavioral objectives help both
the planners and students in iespect to the context
of llvel of achievement, readineis, time and
resource parameter needed . . (61:15).
With the objectives clearly stating the competency
and criteria for performance of the competency, the
teacher can make decisions on curriculum much easier.
The teacher can easily tell what the student needs to
accomplish, where the student needs correction, and
then establish for that student the appropiate practice
opportunities (63). The teacher can thus focus on
what needs to be learned and develop a prograrn with
those objectives in nind
There are some advantages in the
competency-based program that can be said
15
to benefit not only the teacher, but the student and
public as weI1. Treble (68) found that students taught
by behavioral objectives achieved a significantly
better rate in retention in concept development four
weeks after the program. In a study by Jackson (47),
it was found that those students working in pairs needed
less prompting by the teacher (spending 90 per cent of
their time on the task), and that those students qTere
most likely to seek their olrn solution rather then
going to the teacher. These findings indicate that
a competency-based program would be effective in
teaching a student independence, creativity, and use
of the teacher as a guide rather then a purveyor of
information.
' No educational system is a cure-all.
Competency-based education does not claim to be a
complete substitute for traditional instruction (18).
It would be inappropriate not to discuss the problems
that educators have found in competency-based
Programs.
One of the chief arguments against
competency-based programs lies in the area of the
affective domain. Competencies in the psychomotor
and cognitive domain are "easy" to develop. Butr how
does one measure attitudes and behavior? Can
affective attributes effectively be put into behavioral
objectives? Many educators say they can not (26163).
16
Madaus and Airasian (5S1 pointed out that especially in
the social and attitudinal areas, mandating certain
standards could raise moral, 1egal, and educational
principles.
Grading students in this area has always been
"ticklish" despite the method or type of curriculum.
Harbeck (42) suggested that a solution to this problem
could be found in not writing individual objectives
but rather group objectives. In this manner the
teacher would test the affective domain by means of
group tests, by individual checkli.stg, or.even anon),mous
questionnaires. The teacher could, thereby, check on
overall objectives without specifying to a particular
student a minimum social or attitude competency.
Some educators argue against competency-based
programs on the basis that they work with only
performances that can be measured and thus Eend to
encourage trivia, become dehumanizing, and that
minimums may become the maximum (26 r53 162) . Burns (26)
suggests that these are not really problems but a
misunderstanding of what competency-based education
is, what it can do, and what it can be like rather than
a deficiency with the behavioral objectives themselves.
One problem that has confronted educators
using competency-based programs is the initial student
difficulty in adjusting. Although students felt that
individual education was worthwhile, they found it
17
hard at the beginning and the number of incompletes
and failures rose. Despite this difficulty though, it
was found that competency-based education brought
about more positive attitudes and reactions then
traditional programs (24).
It has also been suggested that
competency-based programs stifle originality. Again,
Burns (26) suggests that this is true only if the
behavioral objectives were not properly constructed,
were too specificr or did not reflect reality.
Aubertine (20) reached the conclusion that teachers
would have to become familiar with a variety of
teaching methods and styles in order to meet each
individual student's needs. It was also mentioned
that teachers would have to become more familiar with
those areas from which students could get information.
Competency-Based Education in Physical Education
Competency-based programs have been used by
physical educators and found to be an effective
method of teaching (21 ,22r31 ,33 ,40,44r50 r5 L r57,58 r66) .
Competency-based programs offer the best of the
individual programs as well as adding accountability
and teacher direction.
Annarino (18), in conducting a program of
individualLzed phisical education.r conclnded that
individualized physical education was just as
18
effective an approach to teaching physical education
as other traditional methods. He found that
individuaLLzed physical education opened up
opportunities for students to display self-reliance,
responsibility, and creativity. Traditional
programs were generally restrictive.
Cognitive learning appears to be greater in
an individualized program (2,6r23r70). Daniel and
Murdock (2) found that students involved in an
individual program scored higher on tests. Knapp
and Leonhard (6) reached the same conclusion. They
stated that when programned instruction was used, it
enabled the student to progress at his own rate and
v/as effective in the cognitive area. Young (70)
conducted a study of tennis players comparing
traditional and individual methods. Those subjects
in the individual program lrere superior on knowledge
tests. Boschee (23) conducted a test comparing the
command, task, and individual methods of teaching.
Boschee (23) found that the individual method was
superior on knowledge tests.
Perhaps the most important finding in
individuaLizing a program is a direct reduction in
the number of student disciplinary actions. Lewis
(501 conducted a study of the effectiveness of a
competency-based curriculum in physical education
a Florida middle school. Three male subjects were
19
studied to see the results on their behavior. A major
finding of the study was a reduction of negative
interference from the subjects' peers. The reduction
of negative interference from peers was looked upon as
demonstrating a strength in usage of competency-based
Programs.
Darst (31) conducted a study comparing Ehe
effects of traditional methods with competency-based
programs on teacher and pupil behavior. Nine
categories of teacher behavior and three categories
of student behavior hrere studied. The study showed
significant gains by all students in behavior patterns
and in on-task behavior. The teacher categories showed
significant gains in the amount of instructional
feedback, the usage of pupils' first names, and the
direction that the feedback took.
Boehm (22) undertook a study to compare the
effects of a competency-based teaching program on
junior high school students and teachers in physical
education. The behavior patterns were analyzed for
percentage of occurrence and for rate of occurrence.
The results were almost identical to those reported
by Darst (31). Boehm (22) found that competency-based
teaching effectively reduced the rates of negative
behavior. He also found that the teacher increased
the usage of pupils' first names and that more
feedback was given to the individual.
Darst (31) and Boehm (22) showed that
competency-based teaching tended to individualize the
program as evidenced by the increase in usage of first
names. They also showed more instructional feedback
being directed to individuals rather than the whole
group. Darst (31), Boehm (22), and Lewis (501 showed
that competency-based programs in physical education
will increase the interaction between students and the
teacher. The studies also showed that positive feedback
occurred during competency-based instruction and that
a better atmosphere for learning was created.
Locke and Lambdin (51) reported rhat their
studies showed competency-based physical education
classes allowed the teacher to individuali,ze
instruction and to better meet the individual needs
of their students. This led to less boredom and an
increased favorable attitude towards physical education
activities (21,40,58).
Farrell (34) noted that when comparing
progranrned and teacher-directed instruction in tennis
that both methods were equally effective overal1.
Analysis by ski1l level, however, showed that higher
skilled players benefitted more from using different
methods than when a teacher used just one method.
Some physical'educators (21,40r58) have reported
successful results in implementing individual and
competency-based Programs in their school districts '
2L
Blackmarr (21) reported on a program in Irwin Elementary
School in Oci11a, Georgia. The school had an enrollment
of approximately 1,000 students. The program allowed
students to individualize their physical education and
proceed through the skills at their own pace. The
object was to help the students to have positive
experiences in physical education. The program has
been an out.standing success. The students have become
more attentive with a significant drop in
discipline occurrences. There has also been an
increase in the students' po"itive attitudes toward
physical education activities.
Grandgenett (40) and Perrigo (58) reported
results on the implementation of individualized
programs in the Omaha school district. The program
(40) in the intermediate grades was conducted by
dividing skil1s into three 1evels (beginners,
intermediate, and advanced) and allowing the student
to choose the starting Ievel. Students were given an
orientation to each section and pictures or charts
were available to explain each activity. Each student
was given space and time to complete as much 8s. ,
possible. Efficient records enabled the students to
continue from where they left off when the'sane ekitts
were resumed at a later date. The results of this
program wqre that 'teachers who were not physical
education oriented had a clearly outlined program to
22
fol1ow when the physical education teacher (who rotated
among the different schools) was not at their particular
ischool. Parents were also better informed; when;.
students brought home the papers showing what they
accomplished, it stated exactly what skill and at what
1evel the skil1 was performed.
Perrigo (5e1 reported on the individualization
of the primary grades in the Ouraha schools. The
program was similiar to that used in the intermediate
grades. In this program the students were given three
options when confronted with a problem. The student
could ask a friend, look at wa1l chartsr oE ask the
teacher. By testing every other d"y, the program
encouraged frequent teacher to student contacts.
Parents were also utilized to help in the prograns
resulting in a better informed public. The results
of this program were the same as for the intermediate
grades. Student discipline e/as reduced and an increased
positive attirude toward physical education activities
was noted.
A related form of competencies are the
activities used to develop proficiency tests. These
programs outline the competencies needed by a student
for a class. If the student takes a pre-test and passes
the competencies, the student can get credit for the
class. The women's physical education staff of
Washington State University standardLzed and
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implemented a type of this system (45). It was noted
that such an approach made the teachers more aware of
what classes should entail and how to go about measuring
those skills included in the classes. A similar project
(60) was undertaken by the physical education department
at the University of lllinois. Their program rTas
similar to the one already discussed and gave further
information. In courses which terminate with a
certificate (i.e. lifesaving, first aid, and so forth),
only those witn present certification could take the
pre-tests. Both programs (44r59) have been used
effectively to avoid students unnecessarily- taking
classes for which they already have the skills.
A number of studies (33,44,57 ,66) in the
area of physical education deal with student-teaching
programs. It has been found that competency-based
teacher education is an effective method. Pease (511
concluded that competency-based teacher education at
the University of North Florida was effective. The
program included knowledge and applicacion of the
various skil1s. It insured accountability by defining
the outcomes and by having the competencies subject to
pubtic review. One of the major advantages they found
in competency-based teacher education was that students
could be pre-assessed to determine their abilities and
deficiencies and then concentrate on correcting the
deficiencies.
Stringfellow (66) reported on a system used at
Jackson State University for a measurement and
evaluation class. He found that the competency-based
approach allowed maximum flexibility in dealing with
individual differences, provided more positive
experiences, and allowed the students to learn without
penalty from their mistakes. He concluded that the
program was highly successful and allowed adequate time
for developing concepts and provided for objective
evaluation.
Engelage (33) and Hubbell (44) reported on
programs started at their schools. Both reports
concluded that of major importance were students getting
into the teaching role sooner so that they could come
back with questions of value. The competency-based
teacher education allowed students to concentrate in
different areas as necessary to provide for individual
differences.
Surmnary
Competency-based education is an effective way
of teaching physical education. It is an approach 
.that
will allow a student to. ". . . progress in skills step
by step thus building confidence by experiencing success
. enhancing positive attitudes" (41:91).
Competency-based education is a way of achieving
accountability in education because it defines the
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product and how one arrives at that product (521. It
is also accountable in that it insures that individuals
have the ski1ls necessary to function effectively (27).
An individual completing a physical education program
should know his competencies. Competency-based
education will provide this knowledge.
Grace (39:1) has said that competency-based
programs should have the following attributes:
. (1) sharper focus on objectives; (Z)individualLzation 6t learniig; (3) more'
attention to individual differenceii (4iindividual assessment and feedback.'
McCasky High School in Lancaster, pennslyvania,
operates a competency-based curriculum. In sumring up
the program the school's principal, Mr. Lohin (67:3)
stated:
I think it's more meaningful for a student toleave school at a certain level and to an emplover
or a college and be-able_to say: 'Here is actraily
r+hat I can dor 
-here's evidence that I can do itr'-as opposed to 'Here is my A or B and you decide-
what that means. '
Competency-based education has much to offer
the student, the teacher, and the public.
Competency-based education will insure that individuals
spend their educational time developing areas that need
developing, not just re-exposure to the same material.
Competency-based education is a learning experience
for the individual.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURE
The methods employed in developing a
competency-based curriculr*' in physical education for
Union Springs Academy involved: 1) reviewing literature
regarding competency-based programs; 2) ouElining Union
Springs Academy's basic philosophy of education and
physical education; 3) listing the available facilities
for instruction; 4) reviewing literature on curriculum
content; 5) surveying students and the "conrnunity" to
determine areas of int,erestl 6) surveying academies to
determine what they teach; 7) reviewing tests with
norms in various skill areas to help establish
competencies and 1eve1s I and 8) developing a curriculum
based on the above material.
Philosophy of Education and Physical Education
Union Springs Academy is a co-educational
boarding school, grades nine thru twelve, owned and
operated under the jurisdiction of the Seventh-Day
Adventist Church. The enrollment at Union Springs
Academy is approximately 130 students. Thq educational
system of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church includes
first grade through graduate studies. The seventh-Day
Adventist church operates an extensive system of
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educational institutions with the primary purpose of
training people for work within the church. The
church is organized from the General Conference into
divisions, unions, and conferences. Union Springs
Academy functions within the New York Conference of
Seventh-Day Adventists and is subject to all decisions
made at any organizational level's board of education.
union springs Academy is an accredited school with the
state of New York Education Department and the Board of
Regents of the General Conference of the Seventh-Day
Adventist church. The school follows the guidelines of
the New York State Department of Education except in
cases where the guidelines contradict the philosophy
and purposes of the church and its educational program.
The philosophy of education encompasses all
academic areas and is basically formulated from the
books Education, Counsels to Palqntq, Teachers, and
llqdents, Coulreels gn !!uct!&n, and Flrndamentals of
Christian Education by Ellen Wtrite. Within this
framework, the educational philosophy of Union Springs
Academy is as follows:
Education has to do with the entire edification
of the individual beginning at birth and continuing
through all of life. It has as much to do with the
school, as it does with the home, the church, the
cornrnunitv. or the qovernment. It is so broad thatit has t6'do with [tre individual's whole world of
environment.It encompasses both the secular and the
spiritual developme{rt of the individual's character,
aira leads the individual into full development
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spirituallyr intelleclua|ly, physically and
social1y. 
- 
It, guides_ individubl-s into developing
meaningful relationships with their God, countri,
"or*,.rrrfty, tamiry t;e 
^tn"rnr"tr.r 
. <og;a>'
Union Springs Academy is based on the concept that man
is a total being including not only the mental, but also
the physical and spiritual. Education, in order to be
complete, has to deal with all three spheres.
The basic philosophy of the physical education
department of Union Spiings Academy is Lhat since man
was created by God, man is obligated to take care of
the phfsical being in the best way possible. As a
result of this basic philosophy the objectives of the
physical education department are as follows:
1. To develop temperate habits in all aspects
of healthful living based on sound Christian-philosophy.
2. To encourage a daily program of personal
hygiene (69:6) .
Facilities
When discussing facilities it is also important
to consider scheduling and the number of teachers.
Union Springs Academy empl-oys one part time teacher in
physical education. The scheduling of classes is done
on a split schedule, freshman and seniors in the
morning and sophomores and juniors in the afternoon.
The split schedule is to allow for a work program in
the opposite part of the day from classes. Evenings
are involved partially with either recreational
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activities or organizations and about a two hour study
ha1l. The basic concept of union springs Academy does
not permit students to be taken from work to participate
in physical education activities, and the study hall can
be excused only once a week for students maintaining
impractical to schedule additional physical education
classes in these time periods.
Union Springs Academy has a gymnasium
measuring 60 feet by 110 feet and a recreational field
that measures 500 feet by 500 feet. There is provision
for expanding the field to include another area
measuring 250 feet by 500 feet. A dirt/grass 400 meter
track is also available.
These areas provide the following facilities:
1. Indoors
a) one tennis court
b) one basketball court
c) two volleyball courts
d) two shuffle board courts
e) two table tennis tables
f) three badminton courts
2. Outdoors
a) one flagball field
b) one soccer field
c) one softball field
d) one 400 meter track
e) one archery range
3. Conrnunity Facilities
a) swirmning pool
b) nine hole golf course
Because of the scheduling restrictions, only swirmning
and golf can be offered as outside physical education
classes. Swinnning facilities are located at the YMCA
in Auburn, 12 miles avray. Golf facilities are located
at Wells College in Aurora, 6 miles away.
Curriculum Content and Survey Results
Literature reveals a wide range of ideas as to
how much of a certain activity should be included in a
physical education curriculum. The review of literature
showed a range from 30 per cent to 50 per cent for the
amount of games that should be included, from 8 per cent
to 25 per cent for gymnastics and formal activities,
from 5 per cent to 10 per cent for rhythmic activities,
from 15 per cent to 20 per cent for aquatics, from 10
per cent to 20 per cent in self-testing activities, and
various other activities such as administration, hygienic
needs, and so forth completing the rest of the
percentages (1,12 116,17) .
Activities thaE are listed in fiterature as
being desirable for high school curriculums form a wide
range of activities (1,1 2,L6,17) . A11 those activities
for which Union Springs Academy has facilities were
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listed among these activities.
Bookwalter (1) stated that high school boys
should be given a wide choice of activities from which
to choose and especially senior high school students
should be given leisure time activities. Bookwalter (1)
also suggested Ehat for girls,.activities invo'hiing
grace, body mechanics, and agility should be included
encouraged and co-recreational classes conducted when
strength is not part of the skil1.
Union Springs Academy is located in a rural
settir,g. Most of the students attending Union Springs
Academy are also from basically rural settings although
large cities such as Buffalo, Rochester, and Albany
make up a fairly good portion of the student population.
The survey was limited to the seven Seventh-Day
Adventist academies in the Atlantic Union (New York and
the New England States) since they would most likely
reflect similar climate restrictions on curriculum
content. The survey was further limited to the '.:
academies which would have a similar setting and student
population. This would enable the survey results to
reflect as close as Possible the sane conditions under
which Union Springs Academy operates. Four academies,
including Union Springs Academy, were surveyed'
Results of the school surveys (see Appendix B)
showed that those skill areas taught $lere mainly in :
?
??
?
?
???
the area of team sports. Major team sports consisted
basketball, flagbal1 (footbal1), softbal1, soccer, and
voIleybaI1. The most popular individual or dual
activity areas were conditioning, tumblirg, and track
and fie1d. The survey showed little instruction in
areas of tennis, badminton, or other individual skill
areas of this nature.
The student survey (see Appendix C) consisted
of those activities for which Union Springs Academy has
facilities. These activities were listed on an interest
scale of five, five being a strong interest and one
being a strong dislike of the activity. The student
interest survey (see Appendix D) showed a wide gap
between student activities desired and those activities
actually taught by the academies.
Tied for highest interest were softball and
tennis. Only softball was taught by all the academies
while tennis was taught by only one school and that
class was offered only to seniors for a three week
block. Third highest was vo1leybal1 which was Eaught
by all the academies. Track and field and table tennis
r^rere tied for forth and fifttr position. Track and field
was taught by two of the academies while not one t.aught
table tennis as an instructional activity. Three
activities tied for sixth thru eighth position in
student interest. They vTere soccer, taught by all the
academies but one; archery, taught by only one academy;
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and rollerskating which was not taught by any of the
schools. Basketball, flagball, and floorhockey came
in tied for ninth thru eleventh and were taught by all
the academies. Twelfth place in student interest was
held by badminton which two academies taught.
"Corrnunity" interests were ascertained from
a questionnaire (see Appendix E) given to laymen and
clergy from the New York Conference of Seventh-Day
Adventists at a meeting held at Union Springs Academy
on June 28, 1977. The activities $rere listed on an
interest scale of five, five being a strong interest
and one being a strong dislike of the activity. The
survey consisted of those activities for which Union
Springs Academy has facilities.
The strongest interests (see Appendix F) rrere
indicated in areas that the academies did not stress.
Nine out of the top twelve interests placed in the
area of individual or dual sports. The only team
sports listed r^7ere volleyball, ranked number one;
softball, tied for second and third; and basketball,
tied for sixth and seventh. Individual sports and
activities made up the rest of the list. Track and
field tied for second and third; tennis was fourth;
tumbling was fifttr; table tennis was tied for sixth
and seventh; conditioning was eighth; badminton was
ninth; rollerskating was tenth; horseshoes was
eleventhl and golf was twelfth.
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Generally Ehe student interests correlated
with the literature on curriculum content. Several
exceptions can be noticed. Gymnastics and self-testing
activities were absent and are recofinnended by educators
as holding an essential part in physical education
programs (1 ,l2116,l7). Aquatics was also absent simply
on the basis that Union Springs Academy does not have
its own swiurning pool; and, therefore, the activity is
taught to only a very limited number of sEudents.
Rhythmic exercises r"7ere also totally absent from the
survey. This results from a basic philosophy of the
church which prohibits the teaching of dance.
Probably the closest Union Springs Academy would come
to rhythmic activities is rollerskating which is done
to music at certain times.
The "corununity" survey did not depart from the
content suggested by literature except perhaps in the
emphasis on social activities. It should be noted
that gymnastics placed high in interest as did
conditioning and track and field which could be
associated with jogging. In overviewing the "conrnunity"
survey it could be stated that its interest levels
corresponded closely to what the literature said
curriculums should contain
Ihe school survey showed a heavy concentration
on team sports and a noticable lack of most individual
and dual sports. Gymnastics and some form of
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conditioning were offered by most schools.
One can see a pattern that should be corrected.
The academies concentrate on team sports, while student
interests split 50-50 between team and individual
or dual sports, and the adult "conurunity" wanted 75
per cent individual activity.
In making a curriculum accountabler etn educator
must consider the interests of the student body as well
as the future needs and interests of the group.
According to the surveys and literature, an academy
ehould not concentrate heavily on either team or
individual or dual sports, Within its curriculum,
the academy should encourage participation in not only
team sports but also individual, dua1, and other
activities such as gymnastics, conditioning, and so
forth. The school should encourage participation in
activities not only for the present but for the future
interests of the student.
Development of Units
Wlren developing each unit the folLowing
scheduling requirements were involved:
1) Each class period is 40 minutes long and
must include time for changing clothes and other
hygienic activities.
2) Classes meet twice a week.
3) Each grading period is nine weeks long'
When developing each unit, the grade
requirements of the school had to be met. This involved
some method of converting competencies to points
resulting in letter grades for the registrar's office.
Records of each student's progress would have to be
kept by the physical education department.
Klingstedt (48) has suggested an outline for
learning modules for competency-based education. His
module has six steps, four of which are of particular
value in this paper. The first step would be to include
the objectives themselves. The second would be to have
a pretest to determine the needs of the student. Ihe
third step would be to post test after the student has
practiced or studied the particular performance desired.
The final step would involve a list of resources.
This list would include books, magazine articles, where
to find loop films, and so forth for the particular
performances.
In the actual development of each unit, it was
decided to separate the competencies from the score
sheet. This was done to save on the number of copies
of the actual competencies that would have to be made.
This would give the option of giving each student a
copy to be returned or keptr or of just posting copies
of the competencies at each learning area. The
separation of the competencies from the score sheet
would also facilitate easier filing of each student I s
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scoresheet in various activities.
Student Guidelines for Selecting Activities
The following guidelines were used to help
assist students in the selection of their activities.
1) The student must participate in at least one
activity each quarter.
2) The student can not repeat the same activity
more than two times. Repeats are allowed only with the
permission of the instructor and will usually be allowed
only to enable a student to meet eligibility requirements
into Ehe higher level for that activity or to improve
a grade of rrCrr or lower .
4) The student must meet the following
requirements before graduation:
a) Take four team activity classes.
b) Take four individual or dual activity
clas ses
c) Take tumbling.
d) Take physical fitness
Chapter 4
PROPOSED UNITS OF INSTRUCTION
The physical education program was organized to
conform with the grading periods and scheduling of
classes. Each unit was designed to last for nine
weeks. Each unit of instruction met for two, 40
minute periods a week.
Most units of insEruction were divided into
two levels. Level one was for Ehe beginner and leve1
two for those who already possessed the.basic ski1ls.
Entry into level two courses uTas determined by a student
reaching all objectives for the unit one 1eve1 either
in classes or on a pre-Eest.
Each unit of instruction was divided into
Lhree parts; Ehe objectives, Ehe competencies, and
the scoresheet. The first period of instruction would
contain an orientation to the c1ass. A list of
reference material was also made available to each
student.
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Unit Objectives
Psychomotor
1) The sEudent
arrows from 10 yards as
in competency one.
2) The student
arrol^7s from 20 yards as
:.n competency two.
Archery I Unit
will be proficient in shooting
evidenced by scoring 84 points
will be proficient in shooting
evidenced by scoring 50 points
3) The student will be proficient in shooting
arrows from 30 yards as evidenced by scoring .i0 points
in competency Ehree.
4) The student will be proficient in stringing
the bow as evidenced by scoring 10 points in
competency four.
Unit obiectives:
Cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
archery as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
five
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Competencies for Archery I
Competencv Ong: Shooting from 10'lards.3
Shoot two ends of six arrows at a standard 48
inch targeE. Target values are nine, seven, five,
three, and one from the center out.
Competencv Two: Shooting frgm_29 Yards
Shoot two ends of six arrows at a standard 48
inch target. Target values are nine, seven, five,
three, and one from the center out.
Competencv, Three: Shootigg-from 30 Yards
Shoot three ends of six arrows at a standard 48
inch target. Target values are nine, seven, five,
three, and one from the center out.
ComLetencv Eour: Stringing the Bow
Demonstrate the procedures for stringing and
unstringing a bow.
Cogpetencv Five: Written Test
Take a writEen test covering parts of the bow
(20 per cent), parts of the arrow (20 per cent),
mechanics (34 per cent), general knowledge (12 per
cent), and terminology (14 per cent).
Competencies one, two, and three are based on
rhe MHPER skill resrs in archery (5)..
4L
Scoresheet for Archery I
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: Shooting from 10 Yards
Points in end one
Points in end two Total Points
Competencv Two: SEooting from 20 Yards
Points in end one
Points in end two Total Points
Co
Points in end one
Points in end two ToEal Points
ComE:tencv Eour: Stringing the Bow
Possible number of points is 10. Points
Competencv Five: I,trIitten Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
434 points possible. Grading is as follows: 300 points
and above is an "A", 258 to 299 points is a "B",
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2L6 to 257 points is a "C", and L75 to
rrDrr. Grade levels were determined by a
the policies of the school, experience
classes, and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 77 per
grade, and the cognitive area is 23 per
2L5 points is a
combination of
in conducting
cent of the
cent.
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References for Archery I
1。  Barr8::こ
y』ょr,1篭も考堰1瑠:・  2nd edo  Pacific Palisades:
2。
3.
4。
5。
6。
Encyclopedias.大
McKi]]:れ
,i9分ギ堕・ 0 3rd edo Dubuque:Wme C.
ReicR:幕t,。】i: ilds'・B苦[i::I・19:篭f裳ギ堅】:・  3rd ed.
Seat:li :と
: alig:[1:::ecl
Stani:Iiv:[le:nial::::i!                    1lyn and
Bacon, 1973。オ                                  ・
* Available in the school library.
:k:r fgxl69rk
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Written Test -- Archery I Name
Directions: For numbers one thru seven, write the name
of the bow part on the corresponding blank.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
TOP
Directions: For numbers
!h".arrow part on
B.
B thru 14, write the name
the corresponding blank. of
9.
10.
11.
t2.
13.
t4,
?
??????????
?
―
??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??
??
↓
，
?
?
?
16. End
17. Hen Feathers
18. Petticoat
L9. Quiver
Directions: Numbers 20 thru 30 are MODIFIED true andfalse.questions. If the answer is true, write
the word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the bIank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
Directions: For
what the
15. Cock Feather
20.
21.
22.
23.
numbers 15 thru
term means.
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19, describe or explain
Beginners should use bows of the
+F-
---ETIowing weights: men--22 to26, women--l8 to 22.
To determine proper arrow length abeginner should place the-nock
of an arrohr on the center of his
chest and extend his arms forward
so that the point of the arrowjust touches the lilgglEpg.
Stringing a recurve
self-bow require
techniques.
In nocking the arrow
bow and adifferent
the shaft should
the bow arm should bepoint of the elbow
be placed on the right side of
the bow.
shoulder of
1ow with the
Eo-the rear.
24. The
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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Your right eye should be open intarget shooting.
A11 three fingers of the drawing hand
.TE6tTd pull with equal forc5 and
release simultaneously
Recovering an arrov/ from the grass,grasp the shaft and pul1 straight
9,.
An arrow that cuts two areas (colors)is given the higher value.
The same type of target point of aim
-Js 
used for hunting game.
In stringing the bow, the loop ispulled up and awal from the bow.
Directions: For questions 31 thru 35, indicate whether
the listed shooting errors will cause the arrolrlto fIy a) high, b) low, c) left, or d) right.
Creeping
Bending bow arm during release
Arrow nocked above nocking point onthe string
Drawing to the right of center of
chin
Forefinger of_ drawing hand not up
agalnst chrn
Some questions used in this test are taken or
modified from the book ?hvsical Education Handbook by
Seaton and others (14).
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Archery II Unit
Unit objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in
arrows from 30 yards as evidenced by scoring
in competency one.
2) The sEudent will be proficient in
arrows from 40 yards as evidenced by scoring
in competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in
arrov/s from 50 yards as evidenced by scoring
in competency three.
shooting
75 points
shooting
50 points
shooting
25 points
Unit Objectives:
Cognitive
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
archery as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
four. '
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Competencies for Archery II
Competencv One: Shooting from 30 Yards
Shoot four ends of six arrows
inch target. Target values are nine,
three, and one from the center out.
Competencv Two: Shooting from 40 Yards
Shoot four ends of six arrolys
inch target. Target values are nine,
three, and one from the center out.
at a standard
seven, five,
48
at a standard 48
seven, five,
Competencv Three: Shooting from 50 Yards
Shoot four ends of six arrows at a standard 48
inch target. Target values are nine, seven, five,
three, and one from the center out.
Competencv Four: Written Test
Take a written test covering history (nine per
cent), general knowledge and rules (35 per cent),
mechanics (13 per cent), and terminology (43 per cent).
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Scoresheet for Archery II
Name
Competencv One: Shooting from 30 Yards
Points in end one
Points in end two
Points in end Ehree
Points in end four
Final Grade
Total Points
Competency_Iwo: Shooting from 40 Yards
Points in end one
Points in end two
Points in end three
Points in end four
Competencv Three: Shooting from 50 Yards
Points in end one
Points in end two
Points in end three
Points in end four
Grand Total
Total Points
Total Points
Points
of Points
Coppetencv_Four : Written Test
Record the percentage grade.
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Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
748 points possible. Grading is as follows: 335 points
and above is an "A", 280 to 334 points is a "B",
220 to 279 points is a "C", and L75 to 2L9 points is a
rrDrr. Grade levels were determined by a combination of
the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 87 per cent of the
grade, artd the cognitive area is 13 per cent.
?
ぃ
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1。
References for Archery II
Barrett, J. Archery. Znd ed. Pacific Palisades:
Goodyear rT9T3i3
Encyc lopedias .'*
McKinney , W. Alcher;l . 3rd ed . Dubuque : hlm. C .Broirn, 197lF
4。 Reichart N"and Go Keasey.)牌。 3rd ed.
New York: Ao S. Barnes, 19
Seaton, D., and others. Physical Education Handbook.6th ed. Englewood Cl
Stanley, D., and others. Physical EducationActivities Handbook. mllyn andBacoT:…
???
5。
6.
☆ Available
*' Textbook
in the school library.
Written Test -- Archery II
Directions: Numbers 1 thru 13 are MODIFIED true and
81:とril:::。 
°rt.。ns of the statement that are
Archery was first used for huntirg,
and was changed into a weapon-for
war by the Egyptians.
false questions. If
the word true on thefa1se, write the word
correct the statement
the anstrer is true, writeblank. If the ansrrrer is
or phrase that will
on the blank. Correct
Archery was first
sport by the
In a properly constructed
upper limb should have
than the lower limb.
It is impossible for the archer to
maFffi bow of quality.
Seven is assigned to anv arro\,r that
--lasses thiough the target.
An archer can not retrieve an arrowthat wEffidentally shot.
Wlren an arrow hits the wrong target,it counts as a shot
The archery tournament is under thedirection of a field captain forI,JOmgn. 
-
An American Round consists of
shooting 24 arrows from variousdrstances.
2.
3。
4。
5.
introduced as a
Americans in 1860.
bow, the
more bend
6。
7.
8.
9。
10。
ll.
Hunting,requires a partial draw, ahold, and delibEia .
An archer's tackle is the carrying
case for-E6Trrows.
i,rltren using a bowthe target is
regardless oftarget.
S:i:tilil:1::里
:i毒ti:
12.
Name
153
13. Gold is the color assigned to the
center of a target.
Directions: For numbers 14 thru 23, describe or explain
what the term means.
14. Arrow Plate
15. Backed Bow
16. Broadhead
17。 Columbia Round
18. Fistmele
19. National Round
20. Pile
2L. Spine
22. Timber
23; Toxophilite
Some questions used in this test are taken or
modified from the book Phvsical Education Handbook by
Seaton and oEhers (14).
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Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student
serves as evidenced by
one.
2) The student
as evidenced by scoring
3) The student
clears as evidenced by
three.
4) The student
clears as evidenced by
four.
5) The student will
as evidenced by scoring 36
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student
badminton as evidenced
competency six.
Badminton I Unit
will be proficient in short
scoring 40 points in competency
will be proficient in long serves
15 points in competency two.
will be proficient in fore-hand
scoring 60 points in competency
will be proficient in back-hand
scoring 30 points in competency
be proficient in game play
points in competency five.
will acquire knowledge concerning
by scoring 75 points in
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Competencies for Badminton I Unit
Competencv One: Short Serve
Serve 10 shuttlecocks below the rope into the
service area. Record the number of points. Line hits
are given Ehe higher value. Shuttlecocks going over the
rope are counted as zero. Shuttlecocks hitting the rope
are retaken.
f,rts at*- aa. go
38,aad 16 inchas.
Qope &" abovc ne+
Sl"de.n*
Competency Two: Long Serve
Serve 10 shuttlecocks into the service area.
The shuttlecock must travel over the rope or zero
points are given. Line hits are given the higher value.
Shuttlecocks hitting the rope are retaken. Record the
number of points.
Arcs at<- 2a,
!o,aV, end 4b
rnc.hes.
絡ρ` 8′
あむh
lバ
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Competencv Ihree: Fore-hand Clear
From a self toss, hit 10 underhand and lO
overhead clears. Subtract one point if the shuttlecock
does not go over the rope. Record the number of points.
Competency Four: Back-hand Clear
From a self toss, hit 10 back-hand clears 
"
Subtract one point if the shuttlecock does not go over
the rope. Record the number of points.
?
?
?
、
??
?
??
?
?
l
′ 13
|
I
I
ai3
I
+6!r+ +612+
i
\)
)-o
J
3
o
o
.'
I
etru
I
el3
I
t
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Competencv Five: Game Plav
During a round robin (consisting of four
players) record the number of points made. Set games
for 15 points and matches are one game in duration.
Competencv Six: Written Test
Take a wriEten test covering dimensions (L7 per
cent) , terminology (10 per cent) , mechanics (.three per
cent), general knowledge and rules (52 per cent), and
strategy (L7 per cent).
Competency one is based on the French Short
Serve Test (13). Competency two is based on the Scott
and Fox Long Serve Test (13 ).. Competencies three and
four are based on tests by Poole (5).
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Scoresheet for Badminton I
Name Final Grade
Colnpetgncv One: Short Serve
Points
Competencv Two: Long Serve
Points
Competencv Three: Fore-hand Clear
Score using underhand hits
Score using overhead hits
Total Points
Competencv Four: Backhand Clear
Points
Competencv Five: Game Plav
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Total Points
Competencv Six :_I^lritten Test
Record the percentage grade. points
Grand Total of PO■nts
Grading
-Grades are determined by
earned in all the competencies.
365 points possible. Grading is
is an "A", 261 to 294 points is
is a "C", and L74 to 2L3 points
r,rere determined by a combination
school, experience in conducting
varying tests.
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the number of points
There is a total of
as follows: .295 points
a "B", 2L4 to 260 points
is a rrDrr. Grade levels
of Ehe policies of the
classes, and norms of
The psychomotor -area is 78 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 22 per cent.
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References for Badminton I
Bloss, M., and V. Brown. Badminton. 3rd ed.Dubuque: I^Inr. C. Brownr-Tg7F
Encyc lopedias . rl
Poole, J. Badminton. Zr,d ed. pacific palisades:
Goodyeaf,-197TF
Seaton, D., and others. Physical EducationHandbook. 6th ed. EmIffi'ffid-Hall, L974.*"*'
Stanl:者
iv:こie:nllll:::長:
Bacon, 1973。西   ~
Varner, M.  Badm■nton.
1lyn and
Dubuque: wm. c. Brown, 1966。*
?
??
?
4。
5.
6。
膏 Available
'* Textbook
in the school library.
Written Test -- Badminton I
Directions: Numbers 1 thru 15 are MODIFIEDfalse questions. If
the word true on thefalse, write the word
correct the statement
The
The
the answer isblank. If the
true andtrue, write
answer ]-s
or phrase that will
on the blank. Correct
?
?
811とril:::。 
°rt.ons of the statement that are
鮮  SerV・
Ce .s short and
器 r:l:ying Court 
■s long
It is a fault if the server or
receflilE?-steps ogt of his proper
court before delivery of a- seive.
Waist action is the key to all
-Tcrokes in bacimincbn.
A smash is best used from the backTffirt.
The server stands in the samep-ogition for doubTE'-flEA-singles
wn]-Ie servl-ng.
The lons serve should be used in
--
slngles play at least 75 per cent
of the time.
It is rlleggl to take a step forward
wnen servlng.
I^ltren receiving, one should stand
close to the front line in
singles play.
player should lceep moving during' piay to confiF6Fopfonenr.
let bird is served over.
the shuttlecock is struck above
the waist, it is an illegal
servg.
??
3.
4.
5.
6。
7.
8.
9.
10。
11。
12.
A
?
???
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Name
13.
14.
15。
17.
18。
63
Drop shots to your opponent's
forehand are usually hard for himEffin.
The と11甘:u:fe[h:1::二量詈上モ吾醤モ」:[FI:tem
:iSttn[?s :と:Itihe front and back
game, when the score
all, the side thatfirst has the ootion6-Eve more poincs.
Directions: Numbers 16 thru 22 are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter ofthe word or phrase that best completes or
ansr^7ers the question.
16.- Which serve should be used in a doubles game
the majority of the time?
In a 15 point
reaches 13
reaches 13
of setting
a)ShOrt
b)a serve tO the middle line
C) 10ng, high serve
d)a Serve tO the outside line
To fake when serving the bird is a
a):1leti:
b)pOint fOr the other side
C) legal action
d) illegal action
Tle f:11: :11[ie [alleittinn・ng persOn ■n a
a)21
b)15
c)13
d) 11
L9.
20.
21.
,,
hrtren the score of a
who may set the
a) the referee
64
doubles game is L4 to L4,
game?
b) the side reaching 14 last
c) the side reaching 14 first
d) the player who is serving
I^ltren do players on the serving side change
from one service court to-the other?-
a) when the serving side scores a point
b) after each serve made by the serving
side
c) after each serve is lost
d) each time the opponents change sides
Wtrich of the following systems of doubles playis most likely to result in confusion at
the mid court line?
a) side-by-side
b) in and out
c) diagonal
d) rotation
Wtrat is the proper procedure when a bird you
are playing with lands on an adjacent-
court while play is in progress?
a) reach it quickty and drag it back
b) run on court quickly and get it
c) ask the players on that court to
hand it to you
d) wait on your court until play has
stopped on the other court
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26. a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Directions: For numbers 23 thru 25, describe what the
term means.
23. Let
24. Rally
25. Setting the game
Directions: For number 26, write the dimension
represented by the letters on the corresponding
blank.
€--___ 0L __)
Some questions in this test are taken or
modified from the book Physical Education Handbook by
Seaton and others (141.
e- 
-+
he:9h* oT n'( b
?
?
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Badminton II unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in the smash
as evidenced by scoring 30 poinEs in competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in the 1ob
shot as evidenced by scoring 30 points in competency
two.
3) The student will be proficient in game play
as evidenced by scoring 70 points in competency three.
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student
badminton as evidenced
competency four.
-
will acquire knowledge concerning
by scoring 75 points in
Competencies for Badminton II
Competency One: The Smash
The tester will serve 10 high
your fore-hand side. Execute a smash
shuttlecock. Line hits are given the
Record the number of points.
shuttlecocks to
in returning the
higher value.
*-1++q'+
llpls 3p+s
1   3ρ
ls
r61r
Yrlt
'lυ
」o■
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Competency Two: The Lob Shot
68
The tester will serve 10 high shuttlecocks to
your backhand side. Execute a lob shot when returning
the shuttlecock. Line hits are given the higher vaIue.
Record the number of points.
→
?
←
← イ′―→ ← り
′→
2ル |丁 2′45
イp15 3 ρls イハ
Competencv Three: Game Plav
During a round robin (consisting of
record the number of points in your
Set games for 15 points. I,latches are
games.
players )
games.
of three
four
six best
two out
Cgmpetencv Four: WriEten Test
Take a written test consisting of history
(four per cent), mechanics and strategy (34 per cefit)
general knowledge and rules (26 per cent), and
officiating principles (36 per cent).
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Scoresheet for Badminton II
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: The Smash
Points
Competencv Two: The Lob Shot
Points
Competencv Three: Game Plav
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Points in game four
Points in game five
Points in game six
Points in game seven'*
Points in game eight*
Points in game nine*
a"games may not be necessary Total points
Competencv Four: WriEten Test
Record the percentage grade. points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
270
and
195
rrDrl
the
points
above
to 224
Grade
school
7L
possible. Grading is as follows: 245 points
is an "A", 225 to 244 points is a "B",
points is a "C", and 175 to 194 points is a
levels were determined by a combination of
policies and experience in conducting classes.
psychomotor area is 63 per cent of the
the cognitive area is 37 per cent.
The
grade, and
References for Badminton II
1. Bloss, M., and V. Brown. Badminton. 3rd ed.
Dubuque: Wm. C. Brownr-fg7F
2. Bunn, J. The Art of Officiating Sports. 3rd ed.Englew 68.*
3 . Encyclopedias .'*
4. Poole, J. Badminton. 2nd ed. pacific palisades:GoodyeafrT9F
5. Seaton, D., and others. Physical EducationHandbook. 6th ed. Em
Pr-n'EiE'-Ha11, I 9 7 4 .**-
6. Stanley, D., and others. Physical EducationActivities HandbooE. ffiIIyn andffi
7. Varner, M. Badminton. Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 1956.-*
* Available
'■ Textbook
in the school library.
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Written Test -- Badminton II Name
You should
with a
on thepoint
made.
Directions: Numbers 1 thru L2 are MODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, write
the woid true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the bIank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
Badminton derives its name from the
h:h:iliriii::i五
::1[l:1:::[::le
in 1870。
usually return a smash
drop shot to the point
courf-farthest from the
at which the smash was
It is noC wise to smash directly
at your opponent.
The "in and out" or revolving system
it-provides side:by-side .position for defeile and thefront and back formation for
attack.
In doubles when the opponents' scoreis even you and your partner
shoEff,a-e in the- courts (sides)in which you started the game.
Scoop shots are legal.
An umpire should change the
shuttlecock whenever requestedbv a plaver.-
A player who strikes abefore it crosses
rhe EiE.
a player touches the net, heloses the point automaticallv.
an official can not make a call,
the opinion of the plavers canE,ffief
2
3
4。
5。
6.
??
8。 shuttle
the net loses
lf9.
工f10.
匝蘭民CA COLLEGE LIBRARY
11.
t2.
13.
L4.
15.
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The score should be announced at the
end of each ralIy.
The umpirg cag overrule'a linesman's
decrsr-on.
Directions: Numbers 13 thru 22 are multiple choicequestions. On the 1ine, write the letter thatbest answers or completes the question.
trrlhat is the proper procedgre when the bird
you are playing with lands on an adjacent
tourt while- play is in progress?
a) reach it quickly-and drag it back out
of the way
b) run on court. quickly and get it
c) ask the players on that court to handit to you
d) wait on your court until play has
stopped on the other court and thenget your bird
The most convenient way to decide who servesin a badminton game is to
a) toss a coin
b) choose a number between 1 and 10
c) spin the racket
d) voIley for serve
Deception in executing strokes is achieved by
a) making the movements look like all
other movements under the same
circumstances
b) swinging the arm fast on sErokes whenthe bird moves slow
direction and hitting
net on all strokes
C)facing one
another
facing thed)
75
16. How does the length of the singles service
court compare with that of the doubles?
a) longer
b) shorter
c) saue
d) to .be decided between players
17. One of the best ways to play the bird in
doubles, whe4 the opponents are playing
up and back is
a) high to the ce.nter back court
b) drop over the middle of the net
c) high to the mid court
d) smash toward the side lines
18。       The most important stroke in badminビon is
a) lob
b) serve
c) drive
d) suash
19. I,trtren the server serves a short serve in
doubles, hg should then play ( front and
back positions).
a) back
b) to the left side of court
c) uP
d) to the right side of court
20 The shot that should be least used to return
a drop is a
a) drop
b) 1ob to back court
c) cross-net
d) lob to mid court
76
2t.
22.
Some questions
modified from the book
Seaton and others (14).
inlhen a player is in doubt as to which stroke
shoirld be used in singles play, he
should return the bird with a
a) drive
b) smash
c) drop
d) lob
The proper place to stand when serving in
singles is
a) about 4 feet back from the serviceline and beside the center line
b) about 2 feet back from the serviceline and beside the center line
c) about 4 feet back from the serviceline and beside the side line
d) about 2 feet back from the serviceline and beside the side line
Directions: On the diagram mark a rrurr for the correctposition of the umpire, an rrl.rr for the linesmen,ind an "OL" for positions of optional linesmen.
used in this test are taken or
Itr"ri""t fa"."tior Uy
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Basketball I Unit
Unir Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in shooting
foul shots as evidenced by scoring 30 points in
competency orr".
2) The student will be proficient in shooting
side shots as evidenced by scoring 24 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in shooting
lay-ups as evidenced by scoring 16 points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in throwing
a chest pass as evidenced by scoring 23 points in
competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in dribbling
the ball as evidenced by scoring 38 points in
competency five.
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
basketball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency six.
「
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Competencies for Basketball I
Competency One: Foul Shot
Shoot four trials of five
is two points for each basket and
the rim.
shots each. Scoring
one point for hitting
Competency Two:. Side Shot
Shoot 10 shots from each side.of -the basket.
Scoring is two points for each basket and one point for
hitting the rim.
G't.ls
S=5チυJ("十
?
―
―
?
―
―
←
boys
*llt 4o'-?
→―
―
?
―
―
←
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Competency Three: Lay-UPs
Shoot
lay-ups from
baskets made.
shooting.
10 Iay-upslf.rom the right side and 10
the left side. Record the number of
Students should be in motion when
"^
:)
Competency Four: Chest Pass
Pass 10 balls at the
number of points. Line hits
target. Record the
are given the higher vaIue.
Diome*e"s at<- lt,
3L,Lnd Ct inchcs.
/
I 
^t'
?ry
lP+
ls'v
|
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Competency Five: Dribbling
Dribble the ball around the chairs and back.
Scoring is 50 minus the time in seconds for the student
to complete the circuit.
S
→1)(:)ごi多ζ『>でイ   マ   =
*s,l I * r, 
- 
I * r,-'l-*- r,* / 
-_ 
r,-rl
?
?
Competency Six: Written Test
Take a written test covering dimensions (25
per cent), terminology (29 per cent), mechanics (21
per cent), general rules and knowledge (14 per cent),
and strategy (11 per cent).
Competencies two, four, and five are based on
MIIPER skiIl tests in basketball (9). competency three
is based upon a basketball lay-up skil1 test (7).
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Scoresheet for Basketball I
Name
⊆9mpetency One: Foul Shot
Points in trial one
Points in trial tr^ro
Points in trial three
PoinEs in trial four
Competency Two: Side Shot
Points from right side
Points from left side
Competency Three: Lay―Ups
Points from right side
Points from left side
Competency Four: Chest Pass
Competency Five: Dr■bbling
50 -          〒 :
(SeC。)     (pointS)
Final Grade
ToEal Points
Total Points
Total Points
Points
Points
Competencv Six: Writtgn Test
Record Ehe percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
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Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
280 points possible. Grading is as follows z 236
points or above is an "A" , 2L2 to 235 points is a "B",
180 Eo 2ll points is a "C", and 158 to L79 points is
a "D". Grade levels were'..determined by .a combination
of the policies of the school, experience conducting
the classes, and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 64 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 36 per cent.
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References for Basketball I
1 . Alheim, W. Beginning Basketball f or l,Ien. Belmont :
Wadswort
2. Encyclopedias.*
3 . Perry, R. Men's Basketball. Pacific Palisades :Goodyeaffi
4. Seat::11:::讐
:l::iihi::・ E74.★*
5.  Stanl:こ
iv:[ie:nial::::i:                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973.*
6.  Stut::ふ
d)とar号
。
5号:f事翠望受菫f些些望墾ユ
・
L Wil塩:::B需軍読景型堕・
Pacific Palisades:
2nd qd. Dubuque:
* Available
'大 Textbook
in the school library.
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Directions: i{r.mbers.one thru eight are MODTFTED true andfalse glesEions. If the answer is true, writethe woid true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the b1ank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
The i:T3e:Sf:laと
:11::e二晋暑.28吾翌寺選ゼモ:ty
teams。   1
Box■ng is an illegal backboard
maneuver.
Avoi9 crosgine yogr_feet when movinglaterally on detense.
When. ribpling, the player should
keep his eyes qnjhe ball.
。 :ril: ti:tb:1l f:鳥ξe:ie
court.
31[:hil:
?
?
2。
3。
4。
5。
6。
Written Test ―― Basketball 工 Name
An important fundamental
the ball is to catchfinger tips.
The side line is in bounds.
The rim of the basket is ten feetfrom the floor.
In which type of shot should a rieht-hand
shooter have his right foot Eorward?
a) one-hand set shot
b) j,.t*p shor
c) hook
Directions: Numbers 9 thru lZ are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter ofthe word or phrase that best answers or
completes the question.
??? ?? ?
7.
8.
9。
d) two-hand set shot
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10.
11.
L2.
13. a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
A two-hand bounce
receiver near
a) chest
b) head
c) waist
d) feet
should meet the???
?
? ?
??
Which is the most important fundamentalin dribbling?
a) dribble low
b) the fingers control the ball, and the
wrists supply the force
c) the ball should be pushed--downward andin the desired direttion
d) the body should be in a crouchedposition with the weight forward
i{hich is not a technical foul?
a) tripping
b) delay of game
c ) . unsportsraanlike : conduc t
d) i1legal entry
Directions: Place the dimension-rep::esented by .tbeletter -in its corresponding- blank
―
?
l+c, +l
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14. What are the three most common player positions
ca1 1ed?
a)
b)
c)
15. Wtrat is meant by a 2-l-2 defense?
Directions: Define or explain the following terms.
16. Charging
L7, Free Throw
18. Held Ball
L9. Pivot
20. Techn,ical Foul
Some questions used in this test are taken or
modified from the book Phvsical Educ_ation jla.ndbook by
Seaton and others (14).
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Basketball II Unit
Unit objecEives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in angle
shots as evidenced by scoring 24 points in competency
one.
2) The student will be proficient in shooting
lay-ups with the non-preferred hand as evidenced by
scoring 15 points in competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in shooting
hook. shots as evidenced by scoring seven points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in playing
round the world as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency four.
Unit obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
basketball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency five.
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Competencies for Basketball II
Competegcv One: Angle Shot
Shoot 10 shots from each side
is two poinLs for each basketScoring
hitting the rim.
of the basket.
and one poinE for
(rr.ea)
(women) 
{
??
?
、?/*- S'540denI
Competencv Two: Ngn-Preferred Lay-Ups
Shoot 10 lay-ups with your non-preferred
hand. A11 dribbles must be taken with the
non-preferred hand. Record the number of baskets made.
gr"o'
*.O'
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Competencyjhree: Hook Shot
Shoot 10 hook shots Record the number of
baskets made.
Competencv Four: Round the World Plav
Play a game of round the world:
number of shots needed to complete the
Do not restart if you miss Ewo shoEs in
same pos■t■on.
1, l1
5,20
4, al
l, 4a
Subtract the
game from L22.
a row from the
t, tS
1,t'J
lo, l3
ll,l2
Start at position one and end at position 22.
lg, lb
5,7
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ComLetencv Five: trlritten Test
Take a written test covering history (13 per
cent), general knowledge and rules (25 per cent),
mechanics (12 per cent), and officiating (50 per cent).
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Scoresheet for Basketball II
Name
Competency One: Angle Shot
Points from right side
Points from left side
Competency Two: Non―Preferred Lay―Up
Competency Three: Hook iShot
Competency Four: Round the World Play
Shots from positions l and 22
Shots from positions 2 and 21
Shots from positiois 3 and 20
Shots from positions 4 and 19
Shots from pOsitions 5 and 18
Shots from pOsitions 6 and 17
Shots from positiOns 7 and 16
Shots from pOsitiOns 8 and 15
Shots from pOsitions 9 and 14
Shots from pOsitions 10 and 13
Shots from pOsitiOns ll and 12
Total shOts from all POsitiOns
122 -          =
(ShOts)   (Points)
Final Grade
Total Points
Points
Points
Total Points
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Competencv Five: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
260 points possible. Grading is as follows: 235 points
and above is an "A", 220 to 234 points is a "B",
180 to 219 points is a "C", and 155 to L79 points is
a "D". Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area is 62 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area ,is 38 per cent
??
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References for Basketball II
1. Alheim, W. Beginning Basketball for Men. Belmont:
Wadswort
Bunnin:ie青
                      J][子・岳3き8。lFd ed.
3. Encyclopedias.*
4. Perry, R. I'fen's Basketball. Pacif ic Palisades :Goodyeaf,-T'96'9!J--.-
5. Seaton, D., and others. Physical Education
Handbook. 6th ed. EmPr-'ffi-Hall, L97 4. :k:k-
6 . Stanley, D. , and others . Physical EducationActivities Handbook. ffillyn andffi
7 . Stutts , A. I,Jomen t s Basketball. Pacif ic Palisades :Goodyearf
8。  Wilkes, 」.  Ba§卜etball fσr Men.  2nd edDubuqu :Wmo C. Brown, 1972。
*.Available
大* Textbook
in the school library.
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Written Test 
-- 
Basketball II Name
Directions: Numbers 1 thru 11 are I,IODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, writethe word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that -will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
1。 Basketball was
Naismith .lr:hgin;[:1 :者9 警
The first men's institution of higherlearning to play basketball was
Ya1e.
Ihe NCAA University division
tournament is organized under six
regional tournaments.
The iump shot is credited with being
the oldEst method of shooting.
A good fast break originates with
good rebounding.
Today the rules of basketball are
written by the National
Basketbal 1 ConrnTtffi-f the
In co1lege.basketball, !h" 1-1 rulegoes into effect after a team
has been charged during the half
2。
3。
4。
5。
6.
7.
with seven pelsonal fOこls.
8。
9.
The diameter of the center jrrp
circle is L2 feet.
Against a tight man-for-man defense,
utilize-scrffiffiE cuts,
and criss-cross'bieaks.
The mail objective;of 'presg!g..
defens6s is ,to traffil6FFonenrs.into ball handling errors
Officials should carrv the whistlein their mouth iir order to blowit quicklfr
10.
11。
Directions: Numbers L2 thru L7 are multiple choicequestions. On the 1ine, write Lha letter of
the word or phrase that best answers or
comptretes the question
12。
13。
14.
15.
A zone press not corrnonly used is the
a) l-2-2
b) 1-3-1
c) 3-1-1
d) 2-t-2
The basketball pass is most frequently used
a) as a short pass to the pivot man
b) by a very tall player
c) as a long pass initiating .a fast break
d) none of these
A defensive rebounder should not
a) position himself between the offensive
rebounder and the basket
b) pess off irmnediately to avoid beingtied up
c) get up off the floor as far as possible
with both arms extended overhead
d) on the downward move, after getting
the balI, spread the legs and hold
the ball high and arrray from your
opponents
To break a zorLe defense, the offensive team
should
a) utilize dribbling and player movement
b) use set plays
c) pass to the pivot man
d) utilize short, quick passes
96
L6.
L7.
The term "corner man" is synonymous
a) guard
b) center
c) forward
d) back court man
The advantage of passing across the
underneath your defensive basket
a) ease in hitting the open man
b) surprising the opponents
c) rapidity in starting the fast
with
court
is
break
d) none of the above
18. List three pregame activities of basketball officials.
19. List the names of all officials for a basketball
game.
Directions: On thq diagrams, place the letter trl,, forthe lead official and ttre letter ,tT,, for thetrailing official in rhe appropiate position.
21. Center Jump
22. Jump Ball at the Foul Line
97
23. Position of the Officials During a Free Throw
Direct■ons:  For numbers
tl:1:11:n:ignals
23。 Stop the clock for a
::e[hI: ::こi:五 [llh:ёPirib「
f ul
used in this test are taken or
?hvsical Education Handbook,._by
24. Traveling
25. Player control foul
26. Stop the clock for a time out
27. Startthe clock
Some questions
modified from the book
Seaton and others (14 ) .
Field Hockey Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student wilt be
field hockey ball as evidenced
competency one.
2) The student will be
evidenced by scoring 20 points
3) The student will be
passing as evidenced by scoring
competency three.
proficient
by scoring
in driving a
14 points in
proficient in
in competency
proficient in
seven points
Pass■ng as
two.
flick
■n
Unit Objectives:
Cognitive
i) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
field hockey as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency four.
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Competencies for Field Hockey
Compegencv One: Driving
Drive 10 bal1s at the target. Record .the
number of points. Balls hitting the pennants are given
the higher value.
te*
o
1fl"
olrt
S= slud,-,nt
Competencv Two :. Passing
Pass 10 ba1ls at the target; The student must
remain in motion while passi.rg. Balls hitting the
pennanEs are given the higher value. Record the number
of points.
*2\ <- (.'+ +3'+
L, )o tcto sPt:, o 2gtt 6
→
?
←
?
?
???
←
S
↑―?
←
?
′″
: ′
S
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Competencv Three: Flick Eass
Execute 10 flick passes. One ,point is given
for each ball going over the rope. Record the number
of points
S′′′
″′´ ´´
´"~「
え ilう′手。cI ゎ19h
―
 J  
′
一
Competencv Four: I^lritten Test
Take a written test consisting of history (four
per cent), general knowledge and rules (40 p", cent),
player positions (20 per cent), strategy (16 per cent),
and mechanics (20 per cent).
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Scoresheet for Field Hockey
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: Driving
Points
Competencv Two: &rssing
Points
Competencv Three: Flick Pass
Points
Competencv Four: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
160 points possible. Grading is as follows: i44 points
is an "A", 130 to 143 points is a "8", 110 to 129
points is a "C", and 100 to i09 points is a rrDrr.
Grade levels were determined by a combination of the
policies of the school and experience in conducting
c lasses .
The psychomotor area-'is 38 per -cent,.of the
grade, and the.cognitive area is 62 per cent.
1.
References for Field Hockey
Delal;`6ti  Field Hockey.  Dubuque: Wmt C. Brown,
Encyclopedias。
Seati::1:::讐
ili::ihi:;1.
Speni;ラ
6. 
°  Field Hockeジ。  Belmont: Wadsworth,
Stanl:Iiv:[ie:nia:::::i:                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973.す
??
4。
5。
* Available in the school library.
*■ Textbook
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Written Test -- Fiel<i Hockev Name
Directions: Numbers one thru 10 are modified true andfalse questions. If the ans\^rer rs true, write
the woid true on the blank. If the anshrer isfa1se, write the word or ph::ase Ehat will
correct the sEatement on the b1ank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
fggb goal counts tr^ro points.
A ta1I.player always uses g longer
stick than- a ThorEer player.
The proper position for receiving aball from behind is facing the
Pass.
A good defelse leaves E person ina coverr-ng posrtron.
The principa-l responsibility of ,ire
on attack is feeding and setEIn[
up shots.
In PI:::il:lelt
pos■t■on.
It is considered- gggd te-chnigue to
master the skill of hitting a
moving ball.
On all corner plays the forward must
nTtempt to stbp the ball before
making a play.
To be off-side, one must be in the
opponentls half of the field.
The whistle is blown by the officials
' inrnediatelv upon seeing a foul.
2.
3.
4。
5。
6.
7。
8。
9.
is best to execute
from a stand still
10。
11
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Directions: Numbers 11 thru 20 are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter of the
uiord or phrase that best answers or completes
the question.
The number of Players on a team is
a)7  b)10  c)ll  d)12
The essence of Stick work is
a)agility with the stick
b),OSitiOning the ball
C)keeping the eye on the ball
d)f00tWOrk
lt ■s best to pass
a)When you are tackled
b)When a teallllllate is free
C)When yOu have drawn an opponent
13。
12.
14。_Women,s field hockey
15.
a) r^ras recently introduced in the United
States
b) was introduced in the United States in
the early 20th Century.
c) vTas created in the United States
Proper attire for playing field hockey
rncludes
a) spiked shoes
b) rubber cleated shoes
c) goalie pads
In proper use of the stick
a) left-handed players use the round side
b) only the flat 'side is used
c) use the side of the stick on which theball happens to be
16。
L7,
18.
19.
20.
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The position of the hands on the stick is
a) with the right hand about four inches
down on the stick when dribbling.
b) wrth the hands separated when driving.
c) with the arms relaxed when waiting for
the ball to come your way
The tackle
a) is never- attempted when the opponentis ahead of you
b) is always executed while facing the
opponent
c) may be made in several different ways.
A bul1y
a) is used ,to start the game
b) is used to start each quarter
c) is used only after penalties
Good strategy is giving each -player
a) an area to defend
b) a player to watch
c) keeping the fullbacks back Eo assist
the goalie.
Some ques.tions
modified from Ehe book
Seaton and others (14).
used''in'this test are taken
Phvsical Education Handbook
?????
???
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Flagball I Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be pro.ficient in passing for
distance as evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency
one.
2) The student will be proficient in punting
as evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in passing
for accuracy as evidenced by scoring 22 points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in . 
-:
place-kicking as evidenced by sco-ring 12 points i,
competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in catching
passes as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency five.
6) The student will be proficient in hiking
as evidenced by scoring 20 points in competencies
six and seven combined.
Unit 0biectives:Cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerni4g
flagball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in cornpetency
eight.
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Competencies for Flagball I
Competencv 
.9ne: Forward Pass for Distance
Throw three footballs as far as possible.
Record the best distance of the three trials to the
nearest foot.
Competencv Tgo: Punting
Punt three footballs as far as possible.
Record the best distance of the three trials to the
nearest foot.
Competenclr Three: Fory4rd P,eqs for Accuracy
Throw ten footballs at the target. Line hits
are given the higher value. Record the number of
points.
C;.clo-s er<- 4, .J, and
b 9rz+ i^ diar',rc*er
?
?
r/l
t l' lltt ;,1,
Studen十
r08
Competencv Four: Place-Kick
From a kicking Lee, kick three footballs as far
as possible. Record the best distance of the three
trials to the nearest foot.
Cbmpetencv Five: Stationarv Pass Catch
A tester will throw 10 passes from
of 60 feet. Record the number of catches.
Competencv SiI: Hiking from a Closed "T"
Execute five consecuLive snaps of
Record one point for each correct snap.
Compe.tencv Seven: Hiking from an Open "T"
Hike 10 balls at the target. 'Line
given the higher value. Record the number
.? p*s
?→
―?
???←
?
tp*
a distance
a football.
hits ar.e
of points
→
――‥
?
???
S
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Competencv Eight: l{ritten Test
Take a written test covering dimensions (15 Per
cent), general knowledge and rules (44 per cent),
player positions (18 per cent), and terminology
(23 per cent).
. Competencies one, two, three, and four are
based on the MIIPER skill tests in football (5).
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Scoresheet for F1agba11 I
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: Forward Pass for Distance
Distance in trial one
Distance in trial two
Distance in trial thr:ee
Points
Competencv Two: Punting
Distance in trial one
Distance in trial two
Distance in Erial three
Dis tance 1-89:90-99:100-113'14・+
Points 4 8 12 15
Points
Competencv Three: Forward Pass for Accuracy
Points
Competencv Four: Place Kicking
Distance in
Distance in
Distance in
trial
trial
trial
one
two
three
Dis tance 1-100:101-l13:l14-125'126'+
Points 4 8 12 15
1111
Dis tance 1-86'87-98:99-113: l14'+
Points 4 8 12 15
Competencv Five: Stationarv Pass Catch
Catches 1-5 6-7 89-10
Points 4 6 8 10
Competencv Six: Hiking from a Closed "T"
Competencv Seven: Hiking from an Open "T"
Competencv Eight: I^lritten Test
Record the percenEage grade.
Points
Points
Points
Points
PoinEs
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades',are de-ter-mined -by the number o.f points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
210 points possible. Grading is as follows: 185 points
is an "A", 160 to 184 points is a "B", 135 to 159
points is a "C", and I1O to 134 points is a "D".
Grade leveIs r,,7ere determined by a combination of the
policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor
grade, and the' cognitive
area is 52
area is 48
tL2
per cent of ',the
per cent.
l13
References for Flagbal1 I
1.  Encyclopedias.■
2.  Seaton, D。, and others。Handbook1  6th ed。
Prentice―Hall, 1974.
3。  stani:者
iv:[ie:nial[:::i:
and Bacon, 1973.★
E
青*
1lyn
* Available
士* Textbook
in Ehe school library
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Directions: Numbers one thru f ive are I*foDrFrED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, writethe word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
hlritten Test 
-- 
F1agball I
le
2。
3。
4。
5。
Name
11legal blocking is a five
Flagball games last for 40
End zones are 15 yards Iong.
A defense can enter the neutralif thElfialfback moves on a
Pass interference can be called
on the defense.
yard penalty.
minutes.
zone
punt。
only
Directions: Numbers 6questions. On
word or phrase
the question.
[1[ullleirirTせ:t lle
that best answers or
choicelett r of the
complet s
6. In touch football, a
a) one point :
b) three points
c) six points
d) seven points
A field goalicounts
a) one point
b) two points
c) three points
d) six points
touchdown counts
7。
115
A safety counts
a) one point
b) two points
c) three points
d) six points
When the ball is fumbled it is ruled that the
a) ball is dead and belongs to the teamthat fumbled
b) ball belongs to the team that recoversthe fumble
c) ball is dead and goes to the opponents
d) ball is put in play by a punt
It is not true that in forward passing that
catch
10.
11.
12.
a) the ends only are eligible to
forward passes
all players are eligible to catch passes
passes may be thrortm from any point
back of the line of scrinnnag-e
any number of-passes may be thrown
rn a series of downs
The penalty for roughing an opposing player is
a) five yards
b) ten yards
c) fifteen yards
d) twenty yards
The penalty for off-side is
a) loss of down
b) five yards
c) ten yards
d) fifteen yards
??
?
d)
The penalty for defensive
pass receiver is
a) five yards
b) ten yards
c) fifteen yards
d) completed pass at spot
A11 are game officials except
a) referee
b) linesman
c) field judge
d) umpire
If a ball is punted overline it is a
a) safety
b) touchback
an opponent',s goal
c) three-point-score
d) touchdown
Time-outs are taken in all the following
situations except
a) at completion of a scrirmnage play
b) when the ball goes out of bounds
c) after a score is made
d) enforcement of a penalty
The term that is usually not associated withflagball rs .:
a) wing back
b) bootleg play
c) balanced line
d) double steal
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interference with a
foul????????
?L4.
15.
16.
17.
13.
Directions: Letters a-d refer to dimensions. On the
represented by the letter.
18.
19.
20. za)
:b)
C)
d)
Directions: Briefly describe
terms.
2L. Clipping
22. Guarding the Flag
23。 Line of
LL7
An offensive maneuver in which an opposing
lineman is permitted to charge- across theline of scrirmnage and then b6 blocked fromthe side is called
a) brush blocking
b) bootleg play
c) cross-buck
d) mousetrap
The following defensive formation is often
ca11ed a diamond
a) 7-I-2-t
b) 6-2-2-L
c) 7-2-2
d) 6-3-2
$;r{ 3oe.l posi
or define the following
→
?
←
+d1
24。 Off―Side
Scrirmnage
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25。 Touchback
Directions: On the diagram, label the playerLspositions for both the offense and defense.
pf,fan se
OO
o
O@ o o
o
oo
O
OO
0
00
deflense
Some questions used in this test are taken or
modified from the book Phvsical Education Handbook by
Seaton and others (14,).
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Flagbal1 II Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in kicking
extra points as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency one
2) The student will be proficient in kicking
field goals as evidenced by scoring 12 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in catching
passes as evidenced by scoring 12 points in competency
three.
4) The student will be proficient in passing
as evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency four.
Unit obiectives:Cognitiie
i) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
flagball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
five .
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Competencies for F1agbal1 II
Competencv One: Extra-Point Kick
Kick 10 extra-point attempts. Record the
number of extra-points made.
Competencv Two: Field Goals
Kick five attempts from 30 yards, and five
atEempts from 40 yards. Record the number of field
goals made.
Competgncv Three : Catching.
A tester will throw
number of catches made. Unreasonable
retaken.
throws may be
|―ノ`7Js■
_―
―
i  
←
く
司
aο7Js         l
↓ ,:
ζ
S・ 5+υden十
ヽ
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Competencv Four: Passing
Throw 10 passes- to 1 receiver. Record the
number of times that the receiver came into contact
with the pass.
← ′■JS→
:
t〔h
,I\i
t\l1
I
t\
t\
(+-lorJs-rS
R = r<-c.i vq
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―
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torlds
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CompeLency Five: Written Test
Take a written test consisting of general
knowledge and rules (47 per cent), officiating
principles (44 per cent), and pass patterns (nine per
cent).
Scoresheet for F1agba11 II
Name
Competencv_One : Extra-Point Kick
Number Made 4-5 6-7 8 9-10
Points 4 ?? 12 15
Competeniv Two: Field Goals
Number made from 30 yards
Number made from 40 yards
Competency Three: Catching
Competency Four : Passing
Number Made 4-5 6-7 8 9-10
Points 4 8 12 15
Record the percentage grade.
Final Grade
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Number Made 4-5 6-7 8 9-10
Points 4 8 12 15
Number Caught 4-5 5-7 8 9-10
Points 4 8 12 15
Grand TOtal of
L22
t23
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
160 points possible. Grading is as follows : 144 poinrs
and above is an "A", L32 to L43 points is a "B",
115 to I31 points is a "C", and 95 to 114 points is
a I'D''. Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area
grade, and the cognitive area
38-per cent of the"'
62 per cent.?
???
，?
? ?
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References for Flagball II
1. Bunn, J. The Art of Officiating Sports. 3rd ed.Englew 68.r'.
2. Encyclopedias.*
3. Flagball Rules. South Lancaster: Seventh-Dav@-sports Activities Rules cormnittee
Lg1 4 .*
4 , I,timeographed Sheets .:k'*zk
5. Seaton, D., and others. Physical EducationHandbook. 6th ed. Em
rylE-Hall, t974.'.k'j<-
6. Stanley, D., and others. physical EducationActivities Handbook. ffil1vnffi -J--
* Available in the sch001 library.
*士 Textb00k
'*青 Available from the physical education department。
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Written Test -- Flagball II Name
Directions: Numbers 1..thru .16 a::e I'{ODIFIED.true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, write
the,word.-true oa the blank..,, If the ansr^rer isfa1se, write the word or phrase Ehat will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
A
?
?
:[hili::l:Sti:P::]li[, lllllll:n
明 n in tis[:::::181 ftie18:S[。 all
secure posess■n
Hurdling is an attempt by,-a runnerto j,r*p over anv plaver.
Stiff-armilg is a form of guardingthe flag'.
The succeeding spot is where the ball
was last snapped.
A2.
3.
4。
5。
to7.
8。
9。
6。 The ball is spotted where
touches the ground. the knee
A team has 30 seconds in which
snap tE ball.
A          a::lI:roTISi :i:cl::. ands
10。
11.
If a kicker kicks
[暑: ::lil:I五
a ball atis assessed
not touch
al絆Tnt'
the
A pun:i11: [::le習皇者,b[::[h二:[1瑶 [liCal
opponent.
captain may confer with his coachbeforE?eciding on whether ro
accept or decline a penalty.
penalty can not move the ball morethan ETFTE'e dis rance ro rhegoal line.
A
A12。
ゝ
trIhen a ball is fumbled, it
dead at the spot wher_e
tripping
four point stance
il1egal motion
no handoff
i11ega1 for:rnrard pass
i1legal blocking
personal foul
tackling
offensive pass interference
illegally handing ball forward
defensive pass interference
touch off violations
defensive holding
simulating snap action
illegal substitution
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is markedit landed
T'e °
                        ::; 10ng
A muf[h選皇普fヒ:n:18[ed up and Played byteam.
The k:[[inbgei:itt liy kiCk a place kick
e 30 yard line.
Directions:  On the line, place the letter of the
lilil:Ii:lit ii:1 :               ::::[:[ュ
:;eletter of the enfor
be used more than onceo  Note that each answer
'(11吾,)d:i::li]gtiliPoint
13.
14.
15。
16。
17。
18.
19。
20.
21。
22。
23。
24。
25。
26.
27。
28。
29.
30.
31.
a) five yards and same down
b) 15 yards and same down
c) five yards and loss of down
d) 15 yards and loss of down
e) undeterminable from information given
f) point of infraction
g) succeeding point
h) previous point
Directions: On the 1ine, place the letter of the
official whose duty it is to perform theindicated act.
32
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39,
keeps track of the time
blows whistle for the kickoff to begin
checks player equipment
positions himself behind the defense
primary responsibility is watching for i1legal
procedure
has the responsibility of the chains and downs
marker
is in charge of the overall game
watches down field play
a) umpire
b) referee
c) linesman
d) field judge
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Direct■o:::1:i:nileoili:[:1 
幕:I::el: deSCr.be thes  to ■ndicate the
penalt■ese
40. Clipping
4L. Ineligible receiver down field
42。 First down
43. I11ega1ly handling or passing the ball forward
44. Offsides
45. I1lega1 motion
46. Helping the runner
47, Time out
48. I1lega1 use of hands or arms
49. Personal foul
Directions: In the space followine the situation.describe the option(s) aldTqr call(s) you
would give or gake for the followrng
occurrences. Team A is offense. TEam B isdefense .
ヽ
t29
50. Team A snaps the ball before all players have been
set for one second. On the P1ay, a player on
team B holds on to a receiver causing him to
miss the pass.
51. Team A snaps the ball while team B is offside.During-the-play, a player on team B trips
a member of team A.
52. Team A snaps the ball and the quarterback throws apass to a teanrnate ten yards down field. A
iusher from team B collided with the quarterback
while attempting to block the pass.
53, Team A snaps the ball and the center does not
complete a good snap causing ttre ball to hit
the- ground. The quarterback picks up the balL
and throws an incomplete pass.
54. Team A snaps the ball while a tearmnate is offside.
Team B intercepts a pass and during the runback
team B comnrits a clipping penalty. - After the
whistle has been bIown, the clipped player on
team A pushes the player on team B to the
ground.
55. Team A snaps the ball and the quarterback hands offto a halfback who falls as he approaches the
across the line
130
56. Team B intercepts a pass in the end zone and theplayer tries to iun the ball back. Beforehe caq get out of the end zone, his flag ispulled.
Directions, ol the- diagram place g ':R" for the referee,a rrurr fgf the umpif g, _ g ,.'L" for the ti"er*a"land a rrFrr for the field judge.
57, Place the appropiate letters where each official
should be during- rh-e !i*" period jusr prioito the snap of the ball.
Direct■Ons:  Diagram the
‐
11:n[lII:::1:ling
a)Square ln           20
b)Post                16
c)Fly              14
d)COrner              12
e)Button HOok         lo
f)Down and Out         8
6
4
2
fill:習
in:n :i: ::[[:1lSlor ut
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
linescr■11ュllage
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Floor Hockey Unit
Unit objectives: . - '.
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in dribbling
the puck as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in passing
as evidenced by scoring 27 points in competency tr^7o.
3) The student will be proficient in lifring
the puck as evidenced by scoring seven points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in shooting
as evidenced by scoring L6 points in competency four.
Unit ObjecEives:
Cognitive
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
floor hockey as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency five.
132
Competencies for Floor Hockey
Competencv One: Dribbling
Dribble the puck around the chairs and back to
the starting line. Record the amount of time to the
nearest second
S● 5+υ
`en十
Competency Two: Passing_
Pass lo pu9kS_at thё
_・
1五IjЪl。｀ riこ:61tualhti
should remain in motion during the passo  Pucls hitting
the pennants are given the higher value.  Record the
number of po■ nts.
*2'+ + 4'-)
← ダ→ 。′Ff o JPた。
ノイ
ぐ― J′―う
1凛Pお0
ηO′
′
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Competencv Three: Lifting the Puck
Shoot I0 pucks against ttre wall. Record one
point for each puck hitting above the three foot line.
?
?
?
??
．?
．?
3'I
, ,,,
,' ,1 '-t
,i i 1.5;,J
s
C-ompetencv Four ! Shooting
Shoot 10 pucks at Ehe net. Score one point
for each shot that goes in along the floor and two
points for shots that go in while in the air.
ilet
/
r /l
Competencv Five: Written Test
Take a written test covering general knowledge
and rules (31 per cent), mechanics (13 per cent), and
terminology (56 per cent).
S
Scoresheet for Floor Hockey
Name
Competencv Onei Dribbling
Time
Competencv Two: Passing
Competencv TEree: Lif ting th-e Puck
Coqrpetencv F_our : Shooting
Competencv Five: 
.WritIen Test
Record the percentage grade.
Grand Total of
Grading
Grades are determined by
earned in all the competencies.
L75 points possible. Grading is
and above is an "A", L45 to 159
L44 points is a "C"; and 100 to
L34
Final Grade
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
the number of points
There is a total of
as follows: 160 points
points is a "B", LZO to
119 points is a "D".
Time l-1011-15 15-22 23-25
Points  1512 8 4
-t
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Grade Ievels were determined by a combination of the
policies of the school and experience in conducting
classes.
The psychomotor area is 43 per cent of-the
grade, and Ehe cognitive area is 57 per cent.
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References for Floor Hockey
1. Mimeographed sheets are available from.-.Ehe physical
education department.
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Written Test -- Floor Hockey Name
Directions: Numbers one thru seven are MODIFIED true
and false questions. If the answer is true,
write,,Ehe word true on the blahk. If the answeris false, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the bIank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
1。 DuriliefiC:::f[1こ
e:layers
must be on
three,20 minute2。
3。
A game consists ofperiods.
Pucks gy be put into the, net bv anv
hand of an bffei'rsive plaler.
I"Iost penalties .last for three minutes.
Whengim::nil:Z::」
llitte[al:aI:Sb:hin
a power play situatiOn.
The curvature of the stick blade
:11:::i:in;6暑ギ暑者。:[:m the
The stick should be held with bOth
for max■mum
l or exPlain what the following terms
4。
5。
6。
?
?
Directions: Define
mean.
1. Icing
2. OffTSides Pass
3. Highsticking
4. Tripping
138
5. Cross Checking
6. Boarding
7. Charging
8. Interference
9。 Off―Sides
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Golf I Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in hitting the
ball with irons as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency one
2) The student will be proficient in driving
as evidenced by scoring 35 points in competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in pitching
as evidenced by scoring 70 points in competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in putting
as evidenced by scoring 15 points in competency four.
Unit Objectives: .
Cognitive
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
golf as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
f ive.
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Competencies for Golf I
Competencv Onp: Irons
ttit 10 plastic golf balls 
'wirh eaCtr -of rhe
following irons: nine, seven, five, and th;.". Record
the number of points made. Line balls are given the
higher value.
S'3ム′dC・n十
S
0声 I PI ユ′45 3 Ft
0′七 ユP45 3′も 響′も
0ハ ノ″ ユ f七 3′も
S 沢0 JsSoyd 20ソd コOγ
Competencv Twg:. Diiv-ing 
;Hit 10 tee shots. Record
scored. Line balls are given the
the number of
higher value.
point:s
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Competencv Three: Pitching
Using a nine iron, pitch
target area. Record the number
ball comes to rest. Line balls
va1ue. Balls must travel over
the air to be given anY Points.
points.
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10 golf balls into the
of the area where the
are given the higher
the restraining line in
Record the number of
++
lolc,rds
..-,
Numbess io 11r- ei,rcJc .e?rcsenl po,#g
Xo 1a..d,s lo cenl?r
of cicslg
D; a- 
- 
.i" . t n6 1\. c-: 
''J. a' r c-
L, lL, 2L, 3L, '/t, Slr, a,nl 6L
€.ct Feo,-. *l< eunltr
6, +''.l- c,n*siJe'
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Competencv Four: Putting
On a practice green, putt five golf balls from
each of the following distances: one, three, seven,
and ten feet. Record the number of hdiqs' made in only
one stroke.
Competencv Five: Written Test,.
Take a written test covering parts of the clubs
(27 per cent), terminology (30 Per cent), etiquette
(13 per cent), mechanics (20 per cent), and general
knowledge and rules (ten per cent).
Competency one is based on
Golf Iron Test (5). Competency two
Nelson Pitching Test (11).
???????
? ?
? Plastic Ball
based on the
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Scoresheet for
Competencv One: Irons
Points for, nine iron
Points for seven iron
Points for.. five iron
Points f,or three iron
Competencv Two: Driving
Competencv Three: Pitching
Competengv Four: Putting
Points from one foot
Points from three feet
Points from seven feet
Points from ten feet
Competencv Five: Written Test
Record the percentage grade.
Golf I
Final Grade
Total Points
Points
Points
Total Points
Points
of PointsGrand Total
Name
t44
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
430 points possible. Grading is as follows: 330 points
and above is an "A", 280 to 329 points is a "8",
225 to 279 points is a "C", and 165 to 224 poLnts is
a "D". Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 70 per cent of"the
grade, and Ehe cognitive area is 30 per cent.
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1。
2。
References for Golf I
Bruce, B., and E. Davies. Beginning Golf.
r6lmoit: Wadsworth, 196ffi
Chui, E. Golf. 2nd ed. Pacific palisades:Goodyeff!973.r,
Encyclopedias.*
Nance, V., and E. Davis. Golf. 3rd ed.Dubuque:
Wm. Ce Brown, 1975。*
Seaton, D., and others。
Handbook.  6th ed. (
Prentice―Ha11, 1974。
Stanlilti311i::dH:1::::i.
and Bacon, 1973。士
?
?
5。
6。
**
1lyn
 ¨Available in the
** Textbook
school library.
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Written Test ―― Golf I Name
1.
Directions: Numbers one thru ten are MODIEIED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, writethe word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the bIank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
Golf is one sport in which
handicapping is sometimes usedto equ.alize competition.
In assuming the proper stance, the
knees should be slightly flexed
at address.
A four wood has more loft than athree wood
numbered irons require theto be played closei to the
2。
3.
4.
5.
6。
The lowe
ball
body。
The dglllef:It i[。
lr:I:[
n■ne ■‐ron.
A Pl:と
:InTalnie:ehiS ball anywheretween the tee
markers。
Therehisi署2て
:£著hU:I :fr::t:Im:::lg
holeル
The I:ril::習
lil:f :n ]者:]:a選
1lnttattati
You may play even.[fy:ley:I:uRF:[:脅d
b:f:le il:[ing the ball.
should be
used for the
?
?
8。
9.
10。 You should always replace divots.
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Directions: Numbers 11 thru 14 are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter of the
word or phrase that best answers or completes
the question.
11.
12。
13。
14.
Which is not a part of an iron?
a) sole plate
b) face grooving
c) blade
d) heel
e) toe
The key to getting loft on the ball is to
a) hit the ball on the up swing
b) hit down and through the :.ba111",
c) swing hard
d) none of these
I,rltrich adaptation in stance is not used for adownhill shot?
a) spread feet wider
b) use a longer club
c) play Ehe ball back more
d) use a more lofted club
Which adaptation is not used for a side hill
shot,where the player is standing belowthe ball?
a) use a longer grip
b) aim at the right
c) open the stance
d) play the ball back more
Directions: On the blank, write the
the part of the iron that the
to.
wordline
148
that describesis pointing
Directions: On the
the part of
to.
blank, write the
the wood that the that describesis pointingwordline
Directions:
17. Birdie
18. Bogey
Define or explain the following terms.
19. Casual water
20. Dog leg
21. Eagle
22. Mulligan
23。 Slice
24. itlinter rules
taken or
Handbook
Some of the questions used in this test are
modified from the book phvsical Education
by Seaton and others (14).
L49
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Golf II Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will
golf as evidenced by scoring
one.
be proficient
140 points in
in playing
competency
:::li::↓:Ct・
Ves:
1) The student will
golf as evidenced by scoring
two.
acquire knowledge in
75 points in competency
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Competencies for Golf II
Competencv One: Game Plav
Play five rounds of go1f. Subtract the total
for the three best games from 500.
Competencv Two: Written Test
Take a written test covering history (five per
cent), general knowledge and rules (66 per cent),
mechanics ( 24 per cent), and terminology (five per
cent).
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scoresheet for Golf II
Final Grade
Competency One: Game Play
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Points in game four
Points in game five
500 - Total Points(rEIrffir) @I
Competencv Two: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
of PointsGrand Total
Grading
Grades are determ■ned by the number of Po■nts
earned in all the competenc■es.  Th r  ■s a total of
300 points PoSSible.  Grading is as f0110ws: 290 Points
and above ■s an i:A・t, 253 to 289 po■nts ■s a ':B",
212 to 252 points is a "C::, and 175 to 21l points is
a l:D".  Grade levels wёre‐dete.l11■ned by a combination
Of the p01iCies of the school and experience in =一  ｀ ―
conducting classes。
The_Psych6motorl.are,lis 67 Pとr cenビ‐Of the´
grale, and theヽcognitive:area is 33 per cent.
Name
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1.
References for Golf II
Bruce, B. , and E . Davies. Begin4inlQolf .
Belmont : Wadsworth, 196F
2.  Chuiこ
。:lye:澤:二i97:1l 
ёdO  Pacific Palisades:
3. Encyclopedias .'r
4. Nance, V., and E. Davis.
Wm. C. Brovrn, L975.x Golf。  3rd ed.Dubuque:
九 SeatoL L and Other“Ph
薔場嗜I署計::[lHa:il i;,4。1lg
Stani:Iiv:lie:nial::::i:
and Bacon,1973。*~
6。
1lyn
士 Available
丼☆ Textbook
in the library
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Wr■tten Test ―― Golf II Name
Directions: Numbers one thru seven aTeMODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the ansvrer is true, write
the word true on the b1ank. If the ansr^rer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only ttrose portions of the statement that are
underlined.
Ihe first rules of golf established
at the St. Andrews course in
Scotland are stiIl in effect today.
?
ェ
2。
3。
4。
5。
It is advisable for the beginner to
purchase the best equipment money
s-EJ,.
A four wood has more length than a
three wood.
A player may have a maximum of L4
clubs.
Closing the stance, closing the left
hand, and placing the right hand
over the shaft more are methods
of correcting a hook.
6。
7。
Bal1s with dimples are more accurate
bqt do not Lo as farffiEETTF--
The body and club action prior to
the swing is ter:ured thb Eg€lg.
Directions: Numbers 8 thru 13 are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter of the
word or phrase that best answers or completesthe question.
8。 For men a par six hole would
a) 40L-575 yards
b) 47L yards or more
c) 576 yards or over
d) none of these, men do
six holes
be
not have par
9。
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Which- adaptation is not used for a sand trap
shot ?
a) open the club face
b) play the ball forward
c) close the stance
d) hit one to two inches behind the ball
There are many styles of putting, but all
successful styles usually have all but one
of these characteristics in courmon.
a) the putter blade is square to the hole
b) the stance is comfortable and assuresproper balance
c) the head is motionless; the body rotates
smoothly and precedes the arm action
d) the blade should remain low in theback swing and the ball should be
stroked smoothly and with confidence
A11 but one st.atement is correct for the
overlapping grip
a) the V formed by
of the left hand
shoulder
t::ill:m:v:]dtf:rif:1[er
the right hand grip is a finger grip
as opposed to the palm and fingei giip
of the left hand
the right palm faces the target
the V formed by the right thumb andforefinger should point to the left
shoulder
10.
11。
b)
?
???
12。
13。
d)
L4. According to
15. How is honor decided?
16. Wtren a ball
player
taken or
Handbook
diSalttilgill CaSual water,
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initial movement
a ball declared lost?
what can the
Identify the incorrect statement
a) shaft flexibilitv deter-urines thegolfer's "fee1" 6t the clubhead
b) tees_can be made of wood, plastic, or
metal
c) swing weight refers to the toLal
weight of the club
d) a tightly wound ball has a high
compression and rebounds farther fromthe clubface when hit
Identify tt" incorrect statement concerningthe swr-ng
a) [1: l:1:[1 :[ [1: :i:むSI::dg Var.es w■th
b)1:[ li[[1晋
ing Sh°
uld be leisurely and
in the downswing theis with the haniis
none of these
the ru1es, when is
C)
L7. List four times when a player loses a stroke.
Some of the questions used in this test are
modified from the book Phvsical Education
by Seaton and others (14).
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Physical Fitness Unit
Unit, Objecrives:
rsychomotor
i) The srudent will be physically fir as
evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency one.
2) The srudenr will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency two.
3) The student will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency three.
4) The studenr will be physically fir as
evidenced by scoring t2 points in competency four.
5) The srudent will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring t2 points in competency five.
6) The studenr will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency six.
7) The srudenr will be physically fir as
evidenced by scoring 12 points in competency seven.
8) The studenr will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring 12 points in competency eight.
9) The student will be physically fit as
evidenced by scoring 12 points in competency nine.
|
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Competencies for Physical Fitness
Competencv One: Sit-Ups
Execute as many situps as you can. The knees
are f lexed. Record:the-,number,-,of :,Limes:rEhat, tbe
opposite elbow touches a knee. Student must make
sure the head returns to the floor and no rest is
allowed
Competencv Two; Flgxed Arm Hang (Women)
Execute a flexed arm hang and record the time
it was held to the nearest second.
Competencv Three: Chin-Ups (Men)
Execute--asirnauy;ichin-ups. sa:possible= 
-- 
. 
- ..
Record the number of chin-ups completed.
Competency Four: Push-Ups
Execute as many push-ups as you can. No rest
is allowed. !,Jomen can use the modified push-up.
Competencv Five: Bar Dip (Women)
Assume a straight.-Errtr. support'.on tbe.Low --
bar. Lower yourself down until the elbows.form a right
angle, Ehen straighten back up to the arm support.
Repeat as often as possible without resting. Record
the number completed.
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,Competency Six: Bar Dip (Men)
Assume a straight arm support on the even
parallel bars. Lower yourself down until the elbows
form a right angle, then straighten back up into the
arm support. Repeat as often as possible without
resting. Record the number completed.
Comp,elencv Seven: Squat Thrusts
Execute as many squat thrusts as possible. No
rest is allowed. Record the number of squat thrusts
completed.
Competencv Eight: 600 Meter Run
Run 600 meters in as little time'as possible.
Record the time to the nearest second.
Competencv Nine: 12 Minute Run=Walk
Record the distance covered within 12 minutes to the
nearest 1ine.
Competencies are based on either the MIIpER
fitness tests or other tests reported by Johnson and
Nelson (5).
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Name
Competency One: Sit― Ups
Competencv Two: Flexed Arm Hang (Women)
Seconds 3-45-89-1516+
Points 4 8 12 15
Competency Three: Chin―ups (Men)
Cottpptency Four: Push=Upp
Competencv Five: Balq Dip (Women)
Scoresheet for Physical Fitness
Eiaal Grade
Points
Points
Points
Points
Numbei Completed (Men) 29-356-512-678+
Points 4 8 12 15
Number Completed (Women) 16-22 23-389-50+
Number Completed 4-57-910-1112+
Points 4 8 12 15
Number Completed (Men) 10-167-301-401+
Points 4 8 12 15
Number Completed (Women) 8-14 15-2526-323+
Number Completed 7-1011-167-201+
Points 4 8 12 15
Points
l
|
1.61
Competencv Six: Bar Dip (Men)
Number Completed 4-8 9-1718-2425+
Points 4 8 12 15 PoinEs
Competencv Seven: Squat Thrusts
Points
Competencv Eight: 600 meter run
Points
Empetencv Nine:J2 M
Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
Number CompleEed (l"Ien) 26-456-8990-110111+
Points 4 8 12 15
Number Completed (Women) 10-178-3536-4344+
Time in seconds (Men) 100-101二110111-1201‐130
Points 15 12 8 4
Time in s'econds (Women) 145-146-1601-1801-200
D'istance in
Meters (Men) 1600-20001-24001-28001+
Points 4 8 12 15
Distance in
Meters (Women) 1500-17001-20001-24001+
r35 points possible. Grading is
is an "A", LL2 to LzO points is
is a "C", and 87 to 96 points is
were determined by a combination
school, experience in conducting
varying tests
grade.
L62
as foll-ows : L21 points
a "B", 97 to 111 points
a "D". Grade levels
of the policies of the
classes, and norms of
The psychomotor area is 100 pqr cent of the
1.
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References for Physical Fitness
Allsen, P。」。 Harris6n, and Br~Vande.  FitnёSs
for Life.  Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 1973.オキ求
。  Ottawa: Queen's
e
Assoc■at■One^′*ヽ
巌CL]・Me         差
Seatilid:ふふkind6:Ih:五:・ E
Prentice―Hall, 1974。**
Stanl:Iiv:1le:nlll::::i:・
                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973。*
*W“hh諄 m:L&_
2.
3.
4。
5。
6。
7。
☆ Available in the
★求 Textbook
*** Available from
school library
the physical education department.
Recreational Activities Unit
y:;[h8ユ:[:[iVes
1) The student will be proficient in scoring
with shuffleboard discs as evidenced by scoring l2O
points in competency one.
2) The student will be
shuffleboard discs as evidenced
in competency two..
3) The student will be
shuffleboard discs as evidenced
in competency three.
proficient in striking
by scoring 16 points
proficient
by scoring
in blocking
30 points
4) The student will be proficient in playing
shuffleboard as evidenced by scoring LLZ points in
competency four
5) The student will be proficient in serving
table tennis balls as evidenced by scoring 16 points
in competency six.
6) The student will be proficient in the
backhand stroke in table tennis as evidenced by scoring
eight points in competency eight.
8) The student will be proficient in playing
table tennis as evidenced by ,scoring 75 points in
competency nine.
fore-hand stroke in table tennis as evidenced by
scoring eight points in
7) The student
competency seven.
will be proficient in the
164
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Unit Objectives:
Cognitive
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
shuffleboard as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency five.
2) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
table tennis as evidenced by- seoring 75 points in
competency ten.
T66
Competencies for Recreational Activities
Competencv One: Scoring with Discs
Shoot two rounds of 10 discs and record the
total number of points made. After each shot remove the
disc used so that the scoring area is empty.
Competencv Two: Striking Discs
Shoot five discs each at an "opponent's" disc
placed in a seven scoring area and in an eight scoring
area. Each time the disc is hit, replace it to the
original spot. Always remove the disc shot to leave
the scoring area cIear. Record two points for each time
the "opponent's" disc is removed and the disc that was
shot remaims in a scoring area. Record one point for
hitting the "opponent's" disc out of .a scoring area when
the disc shot also leaves the scoring area. Zero points
are recorded if the student misses the "opponent's" disc
or fails to remove it from a scoring area.
ト
―′″んルhe
ヽ P′′お ノ′ne/＼
" ??
二 ^^^  _  1 lf
ト 路7 ′CJりCen C ach ]ln●
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Competengv Three: Blocking Discs
Shoot 10 discs in an attempt to block an
opponent from hitting a disc in the eight area. Remove
discs after each shot to clear the scoring area. Record
the number of points.
4n loo^"4 l-"
ComgeE:ncv Four: Game Plav in Shuf f leboagl
players), record the number of points made. Each game
constitutes a match. Games are set at 50 points.
Competencv Five: inlritten Test on Shuffleboard
Take a written test covering dimensions (five
per cent), terminology (19 per cent), general knowledge
and rules (52 per cent), mechanics (five per cent), and
history (i9 per cent).
Competencv Six: Serving in Table Tennis
Serve 10 balls from the right side and 10
balls from the left side. Use serving regulations
pertaining to doubles play. Record the number of serves
made.
i箸二 lμl
ヽ 0
ご l
石
~
付
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Competencv Seven: Forehand Stroke in Table Tennis
The tester will serve 10 balls to the
student's forehand side at a reasonable speed. Record
the number of correct reEurns.
Competencv Eight: Backhand Stroke in Table Tennis
The tester will serve .10 ba1ls to the
student's backhand side at a reasonabtre speed. Record
the number of correct returns.
Competencv Nine: Game Plav in Table Tennis
During a round robin (consisting of four
players) record the,.number of points made.
Competencv Ten; Written Test in Table Tenn&
Take a written test covering dimensions (eight
per cent), terminology (23 per cent), general knowledge
and rules (46 per cent), history (19 per cent), and
mechanics (four per cent).
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Scoresheet for Recreational Games
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: Scoring with Discs
Points in round one
Points in round two
Total Points
Competencv Two: Striking Discs_.
Points in striking disc in the seven area
Points in striking disc in the eight area
Total Points
Competencv Three: Blocking Discs
Points
Competencv Four: Game Plav in Shuffleboard
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Total Points
Competencv Five: trlritten Test in Shuffleboard
Record the percentage grade. Points
Competencv Six: Serving in Table Tennis
Points serving frg* right side
Points serving from left side
Total PoinEs
L70
Competencv Seven: Forehand Stroke in Table Tennis
Points
Competencv Eight: Backhand stroke in Table Tennis
Points
Competencv Nine: Game Plav in Table Tennis
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Total Points
Competencv Ten: Written Test in Table Tennis
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
713 points possible. Grading is as follows: 600 points
and above is an "A", 540 to 599 points is a "B",
450 to 539 points is a "C", and 395 to 449 points is
a rrpri. Grade levels r^rere determined by a combination
of Ehe policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area is 72 per cenLlof' .the
grade, and the cognitive area is 28 per cent.
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References for Recreational Activities
lo  Eicyc10pediase★
2.  Seati::1:::讐
:l::::h:::・ E4。*★
3。  Stani:Iiv:[ie:nial::::i三
                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973。*
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Shuffleboard
NaIIle
Directions: Numbers one thru four are MODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, write
the word true on the blank. If the ansvrer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
le
2.
3。
Direct■ons:  Numbers 5
questions.  On
th[dq:[s:::ile
The cue should be iabbed at the discto gffied.
Blackalways starts the game.
The
You must shoot your discs from behindthe ten-off space and E_Egrown half of the court.'
each round in4。
5.
lead changes after
a singles game.
6。
thru 14 are multiple choicethe Iine, write the letter of thethat best ansr"rers or completes
One of the following names was used to describe
shuffleboard in its early history.
a) surfboard
b) slide groat
c) cue stick
d) quintain
Shuffleboard was introduced as a recreational
activity on shipboard by the
a) Germans
b) French
c) Spanish
d) British
「
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7. Earllh:°
311i[itぎt:[e:httffleboard developed inLn
a) New York
b) California
c) Florida
d) Michigan
The National Shuffleboard Association was
formed in
a) 1910
b) L920
c) 1931
d) L945
The length of a shuffleboard court is
a) 40 feet
b) 52 feet
c) 60 feet
d) 75 feet
The wood discs used in shuffleboard are
a) oblong in shape
b) square
c) three inches thick
d) round and six inches in diameter
The following is true about the game
a) at thg start of the game the owner of
red discs starts first
b) the cge should be jabbed ar disc in
shooting
c) a disc lying 9n a boundary line of ascoring area is counted ab in the area
d) in singles all shots are made from the
same end of the court
8。
9.
10.
11.
i'ive points shalI be deducted
score for all but one of
a) players stepping on orin making a shot
b) discs not played from
of ten-off area
c) players Eouching live
d) shooting an opponent's
ten pornt area
Ten :::][Sf:tal11 :ule:1:t:: [五
:mf:11:]I:['S
a)ll:I:r:nl°
:f :i[e:。II:n Play iS towerd
player making a hesitation or hook shot
player making remarks to disconcert
174
from a playerts
the following
over basel-ine
respective half
discs at any time
disc lying in
13.
14。
??
?
opponent
d) making any remarks that may be
construed as coaching a partner while
making a play
All but
are
a)
b)
C)
d)
one of the following scoring areasincluded on a shuffleboard Eourt
ten pornt
eight point
seven point
fifteen points
15. At what point values can games be placed'(
16. I,trhaE constitutes a match in shuf f leboard?
Some questions used in this test are taken or
modified fron the book Phvsical Education Handbook
by Seaton and others (14).
12。
Written Test -- Recreational Activities
t75
Table Tennis
Name
Directions: Numbers one thru four are MODIFIRD true andfalse questions. If the ansr^rer is true, write
the word true on the bIank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
Service changes every ten points.
In doubles, playershits.
Let bal1s may- be reserved.
Players should change ends when
the score reaches L2 if the
match consists of 6fie game.
must alternate
Directions: Numbers 5questions. On
word or phrase
the question.
thru 24 are multiple choice
the line, write the letter of thethat best answers or completes
5。 A11 of the following tenns have been used todescribe table tennis except
a) indoor tennis
b) gossima
c) pint pong
d) racket tennis
The term "Table Tennis" came into general use
around
a) 1900
b) 1920
c) 1930
d) L940
6。
?
?
??
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The name "Ping Pong" was patented by
a) Parker Brothers
b) A. c. Spalding
c) Rawlings
d) Lowe and Campbell
The length in feet of a regulation table tennis
table is
a) six
b) seven
c) eight
d) nine
The term that is not appropriate in table
8.
9.
Lennis r-s
a) sling shot
b) forehand
c) backhand
d) drop shot
10. The width in feet of a regulation table tennis
11.
table is
. 
a) four
b) f ive
c) six
d) seven
The winner of afirst scores
a) 15 points
b) 20 points
c) 2L points
d) 25 points
game shall be the player who
L77
L2. A t'Let" means
a) play the point over
b) point for server
c) point for receiver
d) deuce
13. When the score is even at 20-a7-7-, it is called
a) a let
b) a deuce
c) an advantage
d) an ace
L4. The following ter:n is most appropriate
a) ace
b) curl
c) round
d) inning
15。      The following shot is illegal
a) drop shot
b) backhand
c) finger spin
L6._ A player shal1 lose a point for
a) slicing the ball
b) touching the table with the hand while
the ball is in play
c) making a chop shot
d) making a push shot
The service line is located
a) in the rniddle
the side lines
b) at the end of
c) along the side
d) in the middle
the net
A serve is iIIegal if
of the table parallel to
the table
line of the
of the table
the
19.
20.
table
paraIlel to
a) ball first hits the table in the server's
court
b) finger spin is used
c) ball strikes outside boundary of court
near serverts end
d) ball strikes table on second bounce
rn receiver's court
The server shall lose a point on all these
conditions except when
a) he touches the table while serving
b) he fails to get the served ball over the
net
c) the served ball hits the net and dropsinto the receiver's court
d) he volleys the ball
In table tennis the basic skill is the
a) chop shot
b) push shot
c) forehand shot
d) volley
18。
L7.
L79
is2L.
))
23.
24.
Directions:
25. Ace
A stroke in which the lower part of the ballhit with a downward stroke of the paddleO _ le Pa1119,
imparting backspin to the ball is -called
a) finger spin
b) chop shot
c) push shot
d) block shot
The next point made after a
ca11ed
a) ace
b) advantage
c) all
d) deuce
deuce score is
A shot played so softly that it dies before an
opponent can reach it is called
a) dead ball
b) block shot
c) topspin shot
d) drop shot
A stroke in which the ball is stroked late so
that it tends to spin in a direction away
from the paddle is caIled
a) push shot
b) slice
c) chop shot
d) finger spin
Def ine or explain the following tems.
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Vo11ey
taken or
Handbook
Some of the questions used in ,this test are
modified from the book Phvsical Education
by Seaton and others (14).
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Roller Skating Unit
Unit objectives: 
-
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient repairing
skates as evidenced by scoring 10 points in competency
one.
2) The student will be proficient in skating
clockwise as evidenced by scoring 18 points in
competency Ewo.
3) The student will be proficient in skating
counterclockwise as evidenced by scoring .16 points
in competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in skating
backward as evidenced by scoring 16 points in
competency four
5) The student will be proficient in doubles
skating as evidenced by scoring 16 points in
competency five.
during
points
6) The student will be proficient in skating
the grand march as evidenced by scoring 16
in competency six.
7) The student will be proficient in doing
scoring seven points inpirouettes as evidenced by
competency seven.
8) The sEudent will be proficient in doing
scale turns as evidenced by scoring seven points in
competency eight.
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Competencies for Roller Skating
Competencv One: Repair of Skates
Disassemble a wheel assembly and reassemble it.
Competer.rcv Twg Skating Clockwise
Skate three times around the gymnasium in a
clockwise direction. Use the crossover st€p at..a11 ,
corners. From 20 points, subtract one point for each
fa11 or corner where the crossover step \,ras not used.
CompeLencv_Three : Skating Counterclockw.ise
Skate three times around the gyunasium in a
counterclockwise direction. Use the crossover step at
all corners. From 20 points, subtract one point for
each fall or corner where the crossover step was not
used.
Competencv Four: Skating Backwards
Skate two complete circuits around the
gymnasium. From 20 points, subtract one point for
each stop or fall
Competencv Five: Doubles Skating
Skate two times around the gymnasium using the
crossover step and with the arms interlocked. From 20
points, subtract one point for each fall, failure to
use the crossover stepr or touching the other skater's
skate.
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Competencv Six: Grand l"larch
ParticipaEe in a grand march and demonstrate
a knowledge of the mechanics and the proper timing
required. From 20 points, subtract one point for each
failure to perform the right move at the right time.
Competencv Seven: Pirouette
Execute five pirouettes in a clockwise
direction and five pirouettes in a counterclockwise
direction. Record one point for each completed
pirouette.
Competencv Eight: Scale Turns
Execute five scale turns in a clockwise
direction and five scale turns in a counterclockwise
direction. Record one point for each completed
scale turn.
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Scoresheet for Ro11er Skating
Name Final Grade
CompeEencv One: ReDair of Skates
Total of ten points possible. Points
Competencv Two : .skating Clockwise
Points
Competencv Three : Skating Counterclockwise
Points
Competencv Four: Skating Backwards
PoinLs
Competencv Five: Doubles Skating
Points
Competencv Six: Grand March
Points
Compqtencv Seven: Pirouette
Points
Competencv Eight: Scale Turn
Points
Grand Total of Points
l-
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Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
130 points possible. Grading is as follows : LL7 points
and above is an "A", 108 to 116 points is a "B",
94 to 107 points is a "C", and 85 to 93 points is a "D"
Grade levels were determined by a combination of the
policies of the school and experience in conducting
classes.
The psychomotor area is 100 per cent of the
grade.
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References for Roller Skating
1。  Mime:hg」
:呈::1 :l::::i:五
ed:y::[ユ
:l[.from the
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Soccer I Unit
Unit objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in trapping
the ball as evidenced by scoring -four points each in
competencies one and two.
2) The student will be proficient in shooting
as evidenced by scoring 2L points in coupetency three.
3) The student will be proficient in passing
as evidenced by scoring 2L points in competency four.
4) The student will be proficient in dribbling
as evidenced by scoring 98 points in competency five.
Unit Objectives:
Cognitive
1) The student
soccer as evidenced by
six.
will acquire knowledge concerning
scoring 75 points in competency
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Competencies for Soccer I
Comoetencv One: Trapping the Ball With Ehe Foot
The tester will ro11 five balls to the
student. Record Ehe number of balls correctly trapped.
Comoetencv Two: Trapping the Ball With the Knee
The tester will ro11 five balls to the
student. Record the number of balls correctly trapped.
Competencv Three : Shooting
Shoot 10 balls at the goa1. Ba1ls hitting
pennants are given the higher value. Record the
number of points made.
S●54υden+
y gr gt S, 3t
+>--)c+)H
?'+/I
I
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Competencv 4our: Passing
Pass 10 bal1s to the target. The student must
remain in motion while passing. Balls hitting pennants
are given the higher vaIue. Record the number of
points. le 3'-l-("-+1-3'+l
「
ご上→6 ″々
 L′
′′t ° ′′たo
Competencv Five: Pribbling
Dribble the ball around the objects and back
across the starting line. From 150, subtract the time
taken to the nearest second.
lt-+,sll:_Dz Irl-+1
' 
.- lou/s- l* to1l.- l*to $r+l+ ta*'l
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Competencv Six: Written Test
Take a written test covering
per cent), terminology (27 per cent)
(18 per cent), and general knowledge
(40 per cent).
190
ciimensions (15
, player positions
and rules
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Scoresheet for Soccer I
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: Trapping the Ball With the Foot
Points
Competency Two: Trapping the Ball With the Knee
Points
Competencv Three: Shooting
Points
Competencv Four: Passing
Points
Competencv Five : Dribbling
Points
Competencv Six: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are deter:urined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
320 points possible. Grading is as follows : 290 points
and above is an "A", 265 to ZBg points is a ,,B,,,
230 to 264 points is a "c", and zo5 to z2g points is a
L92
'rDrt. Grade levels were determined by a combination of
the policies of the school and experience in conducting
classes.
The psychomotor- area is 69 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 31 per cent.
?
，
← ?
??
?
???
?
?
?
???????
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References for Soccer I
Soccer. Pacific Palisades : Goodyear,
Znd ed. Dubuque:
2。  Encyclopedias.^
3。 Nels織
::三譜蓋琴薔讐伴聖・
4。  Seati::111:誉
:l::iih::;° E4。大*
5.  Stani:Iiv:1le:nia:::::i:                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973.*
* Available in the school library.
*ナ Textbook
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Wr■tten Test ―― Soccer 工 Name
IDirections: Numbers one thru six are MODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the ansvrer is true, writethe word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the bIank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
1。
2.
3。
4。
5。
6.
If the ball is on the line it is out
of pIav. 
-
The entire ball has to cross the goalTIilE-E-Fa score.
You can not be off-sides when an6[!6ffit last kicked the ba11.
A throw-in must be executed with twofeet on the ground. 
-A goal can not be scored on a corner
- kicf
You can be off-si.de when on your ownE?ff of rhe field.
Directions:  Numbers 7
quest■ons。  On
thedq:[s:1:i:e
[l[ullleir:TTせltille
that best answers or
choicelett r of the
complet s
7。 The boundary lines on
cal1ed:
a) touchlines
b) side lines
c) boundary lines
d) goal lines
a ments soccer field are
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theball that goes out of bounds
touch oi side line is Put
a) indirect free kick
b) direct free kick
c) penalty kick
d) corner kick
If a player kicks or strikes an opponent
but'siae the penalty areas it'itrall bepenalized by
a) indirect free kick
b) direct free kick
c) corner kick
d) penalty kick
If a player is offside the penalty is
a) penalty kick
b) direct free kick
c) indirect free kick
d) corner kick
When a player causes a ball to cross his ovrngoal line without a score being made,
the ball is put in play by
a) corner kick
b) indirect free kick
c) direct free kick
d) penalty kick
A field goal in soccer counts
a) one point
b) two points
c) three points
d) four points
?
?
?
。?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?? ?
10.
11.
L2.
9.
L4.
15.
16.
t96
Shooting is
a) kicking the ball in from out of bounds
b) kicking the ball toward the goal for a
goal
c) putting the ball in play at the start of
the game
d) executing a place kick
Trapping means
a) kicking for a score
b) stopping a rolling ball
, c) kicking a score
d) holding an opponent
In dribbling the ball with the feet, the
of the foot that should be used most
a) heel
b) sole
c) instep
d) toe
Tackling in soccer is
part
is the
a) gaining possession of the
another player
b) charging an opponent
c) pushing an opponent
d) holding an opponent
Directions: Briefly define or explain the
terms.
L7. Direct Free Kick
ball from
following
13。
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18。 Kick―Off
19. Personal Foul
20. Touch Lines
a)
b)
C)
d)
e)
← ニ ー ー ι 一 ― ― →
Direct■o311ye:np::こ
tili:Iam' fill in the names of the
Direct■ons:  Letters a―■ refer to dimens■Onso  Put the
::T[::::ldI::rililied by the letter on the
?
?
?
?ー
??
?
?
?
?
?
Resl oj1 4cx't pale
0_____  ~
0_
0____0_
0
0
→―
―?
?
?
←
?
?
?
?
?
←
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?
?
c-
Some of the questions used in this test are
modified from the book phvsical Education
by Seaton and others (I4).
taken or
Handbook
? ?
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Soccer II Unit
Unit objectives:
Psychomotor
r) The student will be proficient in heading
the ball as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in throw-ins
as evidenced by scoring LZ points in competency Ewo.
3) The student will be proficient in passing
as evidenced by scoring 24 points in competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in dribbling
as evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency four.
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student
soccer as evidenced by
f ive.
will acquire knowledge concerning
scoring 75 points in competency
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Competencies for Soccer II
Competencv One: Heading the Ball
The tester will toss 10 soccer baIls over an
eight foot rope. Head as many as possible back over
the rope. Record the number of balls returned.
Competencv Two: Throw-In
Throw-in three soccer ba11s.
distance.to the nearest foot.
Record the best
Competencv Three: Passing
Pass 10 bal1s to the Larget. The student must
remain in motion while passiog. Bal1s hitting pennants
are given the higher value. Record the number of
points.
1+2'--1+4\1e9\1!'-ro l1t o 3pt" o e9k o
v
,/
/
/
l+td-l
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Competencv Four : Dribbling
Dribble the ball around the objects and back
across the starting 1ine. Record the time to the
nearest second.
sl→三> ■ヽ>ご×
「
受><●へ、 _″
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Comoetencv Five: Written Test
Take a written test covering history (20 per
cent), general knowledge and rules (15 Per cent), and
officiating principles (65 Per cent).
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Scoresheet for Soccer II
Name
Comoetencv One: Heading the Ball
Competencv Two: Throw-In
Distance in trial one
Distance in trial two
Distance in Erial three
Competencv Three : Passing
Competencv Four : Dribbling
Competencv Five: Written Test
Record the percent.age grade.
Grand Total
Final Grade
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
of Points
the number of points
There is a total of
Grading
Grades
earned in all
are determined by
the competencies.
Distance 10-20:21-30'31-45'46'+
Points 4 8 12 15
Time in Seconds 40-41-489-601-70
Points 15 12 8 4
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170 points possible. Grading is as follows: 155 points
and above is an "A", 140 to 154 points is a "8",
l2O to 139 points is a "C'1, and 110 to 119 points is
a "D". Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area is 42 per cent of Ehe
grade, and the cognitive area is 58 per cent.
204
2。
5.
References for Soccer 工工
1。  Bunnin』
ie                              ふ8。lrd ed・
CaLlaghan, J. Soccer. Pacific Palisades: Goodyear,
L969.*
Encyclopedias.*
Nelson, R. Soccer for Men.Wm.C.Bffi
Seat熱
:l:::Ih:五:・ El, 1974。大古
Stanl:者
iv:こ1と:nial::::i:                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973。苦
Znd ed. Dubuque:
6.
'* Available in the school library.
** Textbook
??
l.
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Written Test Soccer II Name
Directions: Numbers one thru seven are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the letter of the
word or phrase that best answers or completesthe question.
I,lost people should probably list the following
country as the birthplbce of soccer
a) Germany
b) England
c) Italy
d) France
The game of soccer was introduced into theUnited States about
a) 1840
b) 1850
c) 1860
d) 1870
2。
3) The college with the record for
consecutive wins in soccer
a) Harvard
the most
■S
b) Penn State
c) Yale
d) UCLA
4) 
_ 
The f irst rnzomen's
-
a) Bryn Mawr
b) Smirh
c) Vassar
d) Barnard
college to olay soccer was
-1
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do a1l ofGoal keepers in women's soccer may
the following EXCEPT
a) bounce the ball twice
b) punt the ball
c) drop kick the !a11
d) pick up the ball
Blocking involves
a) deflecEing
a].r
b) stopping an
c) stopping a
d) holding an
lltrich players are
team?
a) goalies
b) wings
c) fullbacks
d) halfbacks
the ball while it is in the
opponent
goal
opponent
called the backbone of the
DirectiOlil f:Ii:fllg ::II:b:rthe official's sign forinfractions.
8。 Goal
9. Dangerous Play
10. Handing the'ball
207
11。 Off―Sides
12。 Direct Kick
13。 Dead Ball
14. Corner Kick
15. Explain the difference in the postioning of the
officials between FIFA rules and NCAA rules.
Some of the questions used in this test are
taken or modified from the book phvsical Education
Handbook by Seaton and others ( 14) .
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sofrball I unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in throwing
the softball for distance as evidenced by scoring Lz
pornts r-n competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in throwing
the softball for accuracy as evidenced by scoring 16
points in competency tv/o.
3) The student will be proficient in fielding
ground balls as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency three.
4) The student witl. be proficient in hitting as
evidenced by scoring 23 points in competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in catching
fly balls as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency five.
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
softball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
six.
209
Competencies for Softball I
Comoetencv One: Softball Throw for Distance
Throw three softballs as far as you
Record the distance, minus the distance off
of the best trial to the nearest foot.
can.
target,
ノ費ニーーー___二!B
Example: If the ball hits at "B", subtract
distance rrDrr from the length of the throw. If theball was thrown L45 feet, subtract the distance off
target (five feet) and record the throw as being
140 feet.
S
2to
Competencv Two: Softb411 Throw for Accuracv
Throw 10 softballs at the target. Line hits
are given the higher value. Record the number of
points.
Circlu orc a,
and l, $eet
d i an e{en
?
。?
I
t c{'
S
?
?
?
?
2tL
Competencv Three: Fielding Ground Balls
The batrer will hit l0 bal1s. Barted bal1s
must hit before the Zl-foot restraining line to count
as a trial. The student should stand behind the 50-
foot line at the beginning of each trial but may
go forward to field the ball. Record the number of
balls fielded.
Strd..tf
-17'-1,
Bn*..
→――
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Cgmpetencv Four: Hitting
The tester will pitctr 10 strikes to the batter.
The batter need not swing at bad pitches, but if he
does, it counts as a trial. Strikes, whether swung at
and missed or ca11ed by the umpire (acting as Ehe
catcher) , are given zero points and count as a trial.
Record the number of points.
ノ′・子5
?
???
‐
o"lf;efi 
- 
3 p{s
Anrl fo,t bo-tl 
- 
/p{
/Jtts`ム :^争ιに
コ′t
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Competency Five: Catching Fly Balls
The tester will throw 10 balls into the aire
The student should not have to step out of the shaded
area to catch the ball.  Record the number of catches
made.
レ´S
← ノニ →
lo' h;1.L
Cross bo,r
Competencv Six: Written Test
Take a written test consisting of dimensions
(24 per cent), general knowledge and rules (47 per
cent), mechanics (18 per cent), and terminology (11
per cent).
Competencies one, two, and three are based on
the MIIPER skill resrs in sof tball (5).
??
丁
→―
?
←
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Scoresheet for Softball I
Name Final Grade
Comoetencv One: SoftbalL Throw for Distance
Distance in trial one
Distance in trial two
Distance in trial three
Distance 150-173 174-19091-20  208十一
12    15Points 4
Points
Competencv Two: Softball Throls for Accuracv
Points
Competency Three: Fielding Ground Balls
Points
Competency Four: Hitting
Points
Competency Five: Catching Fly Balls
Points
Competencv Six: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
of PointsGrand Total
2L5
Grading
Grades are deter:urined by the number of points
earnedina11thecompetencies.Thereisatota1of
I95 points possible. Grading is as follows: 170 points
and above is an "A",150 to 169 points is a "B",
L2O to 149 points is a "C", and 105 to 119 points is
a "D". Grade levels were deterurined by a combination
of the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and norms of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 49 per cent of 
-the
grade, and the cognitive area is 51 per cent
216
References for Softball 工
Encyclopedias.*
Gensemer, R., and M.  eh:;,6.  eginn.ng Softba11,
Belmont: Wadsworth, |
Kneer, M。, and C. MCCorde  sOftball.Dubuque:
Wm. Co Brown, 1966。'
Seatllid:ふ
8.:ld6:Ih:五:° E
Prentice―Hall, 1974.大*
Stanl:Iiv:[1ど
:nial::::i:                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973.大
' Available in the school library
*' Textbook
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Written Test 
-- Softball I Name
Directions: Numbers one thru five are MODIFIED true andfalse questions. If the answer is true, writethe word true on the blank.. If the anshrer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
??
?
DirectiOns:  Numbers 6
quest■ons。  On
thedq:[sll:ile
工f a ball hits the line, it is a
fair ball。
A softball game lasts nine ■n■■ngse
The sacrifice fly rule applies when
runners are on seiond and third
and they advanc@
The strike zone is from the knees tothe shoulder.
When the pitcher ■ssle::yi10f:liCh'
all fielders I
territory。 ~
thru 13 are multiple choicethe line, write the letter of thethat best ansr^rers or completes
The difference that existsbaseball is the
a) strike zone
b) third strike rule
c) infield f1y rule
d) foul ball rules
The skill in softball thar
radically from baseball
sliding
pitching
batting
between softball and
differs
■S
mo t
?
??
???
?
?
??
? ?
5。
4.
'2L8
Wtrich of the following skills is correct?
the batter should hit the ball ahead ofthe runner in "hit and run" situations.
If the first baseman receives a throw to
l,ir riglrt, _he should tag the base wirhhrs rrght toot
the pitcher places both feet on thepitcher's plate before pitching
hltrich lypg of throw is the most important fora fielder to develop?
a) sideara
b) overhead
c) underhand
d) three-quarter overhand
The technique that 'should be avoided is
a) keeping the eye on the ball
b) swing at good pitches
c) swing hard
d) swing on a 1evel
The term that does not
a) hook slide
b) portsider
c) delayed steal
d) off-sides
Second base is referred
a) hot box
b) keystone sack
c) middle sack
d) pivot man
a)
b)
C)
10.
11.
12._
plane
deal with softball is
to as the
13. The infield f1y rule applies
a) bases are loaded with
b) runner on first with
c) runners on first and
d) runners on first and
2L9
when
two outs
one out
third with no outs
second with one out
Directions: Letters a-d refer to dimensions. Put the
dimension represented by the letter on the
corresponding 1ine.
a)
b)
c)
d)
a.
\
\
taken or
Handbook
Some of thg questions used in this test are
modified from the book Pt@'
by Seaton and others (L4),
?
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Softba1l II Unit
Unit Obiectives:
Psychom5tor
1) The student will be proficient in throwing
from the outfield as evidenced by scoring seven points
in competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in making
infield throws as evidenced by scoring L6 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in hitting
as evidenced by scoring 24 points in competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in catching
f1y balls as evidenced by scoring seven points in
competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in working
a three man hot box as evidenced by scoring ten points
in competency five
Unit Objectives:
Co:gnitive
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
softball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency
s ix.
Competencies for Softball II
Competencv One: Throw from the Outfield
Ihrow I0 balls frorn center field to
plate. Record the number of throws thaE go
the pennants.
?
???????
?
?‐?―――‐
?
22t
ltraaarrii ,,
+-.+(+
s' l'
home
through
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Competencv Two: Infield Throws
The tester will throw
student. The student should
in one continuous motion.
behind the base line. Record
10 ground balls to the
field and throw the ball
student should stay
the number of points.
?
?
n..l 
"
S'an.Sle
es*e-r
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Competencv Ihree : Hitling
The tester will pitch 10 strikes to the batter.
The batter need not swing at bad pitches, but if he
does, it counts as a trial. Strikes, whether swung at
and missed or called by the umpire (acting as the
catcher), are given zero points and count as a trial.
Record the number of points.
g′チ5
Competency Fo
The tester will hit 10 fly ba1ls to the
student. The studenE should not have to go out of
the shaded area to catch the bal1. Record the number
of catches made.
-Llo'-
→
―
―
?
――←丁
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Comoetencv Five: Hot Box
Demonstrate the correct procedures in working
three man hot box.
Competencv Six: hlritten Test
Take a written test covering general knowledge
and rules (61 per cent), officiating principles (e!ight
per cent), scoring techniques (15 Per cent), strategy
(L2 per cent), and terminology (four per cent).
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Scoresheet for Softball II
Competencv One: Ihrow from the Outfield
Competencv Two: Infield Throws
Competencv Three : Hitting
Competencv Four: Catching Flv Balls
Competencv Five: Hot Box
Ten points possible.
Competencv Six: trlritten Test
Record the percentage grade.
Grand Total
Final Grade
Points
Points
PoinEs
Points
Points
Points
of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
180 points possible. Grading is as follows : L62 points
and above is an "A", 150 to 161 points is a "B",
226
130 to 149 points is a "C", and 115 to L29 points is
a rrDtr Grade levels trere determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area-
grade, and the cognitive area
44 per cent of the
56 per cent.?
???? ?
??
「
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References for Softball II
1. Bunn, J. The Art of O@rts. 3rd ed.]inglew 68 .'k
2. Encyclopedias.'*
3。 Cens:習
ilふnl:'w:::硝itl:hi;ラ6。        ・
4.  Kneer, M。, and Co McCOrd.  SOftballo  Dubuque:
Wme C. Brown, 1966ら'  ~~~~
5。  Seatttind6:[h:五
:° E
Hall, 1974.**
6。  Stani:Iiv:[le:nial::::i:                    1lyn
、   and Bacon, 1973.*
* Available in the school library
** Textbook
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l.
Directions: Numbers one thru nine are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write the lLtter of the
word or phrase that best ansu/ers or completesthe question.
In softball
a) the distance between bases is 90 feet
b) circumference of the ball used is nine
and one-fourth inches
c) bats- are the same size as in regulation
baseball
d) pitching distance is 46 feet
The squeeze play would most likely be used
under the following condition-s
a) the team at bat is five runs in the lead
b) bases are loaded with none out in thetop half of the first inning
c) the cleanup hitter is at bat in thefifth, with the score tied and one out
d) thq s-core is tied in the ninth inning,
and there is one out
Wr■tten Test ―― Softball 工工 Name
play in which a runner scored from
after the barter hits a foul flythe outfield that is caught wouid
scored as a
a) sacrifice fly
b) foul ball
c) fielder's choice
d) time at bat
2.
A3。 third
ball to
be
2294-- rr 
".fi;lu;: ::[?H Z LX*3;.rg::::3 3?', to
throwing to first, it is scored as
a) base hit
b) a fielder's choice
c) a sacrifice hit
d) a batter not charged with a time at bat5'- r''ti,,t:'.f,Euoltt".rlf,Lit'l.t"ilt":: o"
a) hit a fIy ball
b) hit a ground ball ahead of the runner
c) swing aE the ball but miss it to confusethe catcher
6 
-,*,i*;;; 
il'i*,ltiii",il;:'j:"":;:::,,"
a) pitcher
b) shortstop
c) catcher
d) second baseman
7._ The sacrifice bunt is usually executed when
a) the team at bat is several runs behind
b) the team at bat is several runs in thelead
c) runners are on firstr or first and
second, and none out
d) the count is two strikes on the batter
8。
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The ll[[i::t とirittit:[n tll:者eloWtle :ia[:gI:
a) .333
b) .433
c) 。533
d) .633
The i::l:::: i13[a::t:[t:, litteliVL°
eli:=:5is
a) .500
9。
?
??
。600
.800
。900
Directions: On each diagram "X" marks the place where
the ball hit the ground. The dotted line(. . . ) illustrates the flight of the ball 1 .andthe dashed line(---) represents the path of theball on Lhe ground. In the following
situations, tell whether the ball is fair or
foul。
a)
b)
C)
d)
e)
＼
Direct■oll:thttaI[11意↓1lЁ :i[l:t呈i::i°ns of the
a) No runners on base
b) Runner on first
Directions: On the following diagram, show the playerpositions when a throw is-coming from le-ftiieta after a single
officials
＼
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Directions: On the following diagram, show playerpositions when a throw is coming from l-eftfield to home plate.
Some questions
modified from the book
Seaton and others (14).
used in this test are taken
Phvsical Education Handbook
?
???
?
?
?
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Swinrning Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in treading
waLer as evidenced by scoring 12 points in competency
one.
2) The student will be proficient in the
back float as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in the
backstroke as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in swinrning
underwater as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in the
sidestroke as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency five.
6) The student will be proficient in the
crawl as evidenced by scoring L2 points in competency
s ].x.
7) The student will be proficient in endurance
swirmning as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
coupetency seven.
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Competencies for Swiurning'
Competencv One: Treading Water
Tread water using auxiliary antr movements
for' a maximum of 60 seconds.
Competencv Two: Baik Float
Assume a back float position and hold the
position with the face above the water for a maximum
of 60 seconds
Competencv Three: Backstroke
Using the backstroke, swim for a maximum of
50 yards.
Competencv Four: Swinrning Underwater
Swim underwater for a maximr,rgr of 50 f eet.
Competencv Five: Sidestroke
Using the sidestroke, swim for a maximum of
50 yards.
Competencv Six: Crawl
Using the crawl, swim for a maximum of 50
yards.
Competencv Seven: Endurance Swinuning
Using any stroke, swim for a maximum of six
m■nutes。
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Scoresheet for Swimning
Name
Competency One: Treading Water
Seconds 20-2930-39 40-4950+
Points 4 8 12 15
Competency Two: Back Float
Competency Three: Backstroke
YardB20-2930-3940-4950+
Points 4 8 12 15
Competency Four: Sw■llu11■ng Underwater
Feet 20-2930-39 40-4950+
Points 4 8 12 15
Competency Five: SilestrOke
Competency Six: Crawl
Final Grade
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Seconds 30-3940-4950-5960+
Points 4 8 12 15
Yards 20-2930-3940-4950+
Points 4 8 12 15
Yards 20-2930-3940-4950+
Points 4 8 12 15 Points
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Competencv Seven: Endurance Swimring
llinutes 3 4 5 6
Points 4 8 1215 Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are deter:urined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
105 points possible. Grading is as follows z 94 points
and above is an "A", 87 to 93 points is a ::B",
75 to 86 points is a "C", and 68 to 74 points is a ,D,
Grade levels were deter.mined by a combination of the
policies of the school and experience in conducting
classes.
The psychomotor area is 100 per cent of the
grade.
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References for Swirmning
1. Gambril, g. Swimming. Pacific palisades: Goodyear,Lg6g.*
2. MacKenzie, M. , and B. 
_:spears . Beginning Swimming.Belmont : Wadsworth, - L974.rk *
Seati::1:::讐
ili::ihi:;:.
Stanl:Iiv:lie:nia:::::長三                    1lyn
and Bacon, 1973。*
5。 Vickers,B.評
響
菫 ■0 2ndo ede Dubuque:LTm.C,Brown, 19・
3。
4.
* Available in the school library`
大* Textbook
'Iennr-s I Unrt
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student wiLl be
evidenced by scoring 15 points
2) The student will be
forehand drive as evidenced by
in compet,encies two and Ehree.
3) The student will be
backhand drive as evidenced by
in competencies four and five.
4) The student will be
tennis as evidenced by scoring
six.
proficient in
in competency
proficient in
scoring eight
protrcrent r-n
scoring seven
239
serving as
one.
the
points each
the
points each
proficient in
70 points in
playing
competency
Unit 0biectives:
Cognitiie
1) The student
tennis as evidenced by
seven.
will acquire knowledge concerning
scoring 75 points in competency
240
Competencies
Competencv One: The Serve
Serve 10 bal1s from
10 balls from the left side.
correct serves. Let serves
for Tennis I
the right ,side and then
Record the number of
may be retaken.
S+υden十
24L
Competencv Two: Forehand Drive I
From a self drop, hit 10 balls
target on the wall. Record the number
the target. HiEs on the line are good.
2o'
against the
of hits within
I aL'tl
3t
S
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Competencv Three: Forehand Drive',II
The tester will toss 10 ba11s so thar they
will bounce only once and at a height about equal to
the student's waist. Record the number of correct
returns.
/' ,/ ,r'
./" ,"
/ 
,..' /
/
/'/.//.//
r:'r/,/
―
?
←
?
?
????
‥
ot
l…
ⅢⅢⅢ……………
'
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Comoetencv Four: Backhand Drive I
From a self drop, hit 10 balls against
target on the waII. Record the number of hits
the target. Hits on the line are good.
the
within
，
?
??
?
3`
5
Comoetencv Five: Backhand Drive II
The tester will toss 10 ba1ls
bounce only once and at a height about
student's waist. Record the number of
so that they
equal to the
correct returns.
Competencv Six: Game Plav
During a round robin (consisting of four
players) record the number of points made. Use the
VASSS system (each set is 31 points) of scoring. Each
match will consist of only one set.
Competengv Sgven: Written Test
Take a written test covering dimensions (four
per cent), terminology (58 per cent), general
knowledge and rules (eight per cent), scoring systems
(20 per cent), mechanics and form (six per cent), and
strategy (four per cent).
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Scoresheet for Tennis I
Comoet.encv One: The Serve
Points from right side
Points from left side
Comoetencv Two: Forehand Drive I
lJ
Comoetencv Three: Forehand Drive II
Competency Four: Backhand Dr■ve 工
Comoetencv Five: Backhand Drive II
Competencv Six: Game Plav
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Final Grade
Total Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Total Points
Name
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Competencv Seven: Inlritten Test
Record the percentage grade. Points
Grand Total of PoinEs
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
253 points possible. Grading is as follows: 2L5 points
and above is a "A", 205 :Eo 2L4 points is a "B",
180 to 204 points is a "C", and 170 to 179 point.s is
a ''D'r. Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and norms of, varying tests
The psychomotor area -is 60 per cent,'of the '
grade, and''the cognitive area is 40 per cent.
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References for Tennis I
1 . Encyclopedias .'*
2. Everett, P. , and V. Skillman. Lggl4nr4g lennis .
Zrrd' ed. - Belmont : Wadsworthffi
3. Johnson, J., and P. Zanthos. Ten41q. 2nd ed.
Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, L97F
4. Pelton, B. Tennis. 2nd ed. Pacific Palisades:
GoodyearTI9TS.x
5. Seaton, D., and others. Physical Education
nanauo6t<. 6rh ed. Emffi-Halt , L974,"**-
6. Stanley, D., and others. Physical EducationActivities Handbook. ffillyn@
* Available in the school library
*士 Textbook
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Written Test ―― Tennis I
The
For
the VASSS system of
the service changespoints
the VASSS system of
three of five sets
S::[l;giive
尋1:[・:giatche
Name
Directions: Numbers one thru nine are MODIFIED true
and false questions. If the ansr{rer is true,
write the word true on the blank. If the
answer is false, write the word or phrase that
will correct the statement on the b1ank.Correct only those portions of the statementthat are underlined.
In tli I::::s 導11:ma ξe::°r.ng'
4。
In
In
?
?
2。
3。
5。
6.
7。
8.
9.
To start a game the server stands
behind the base line and to theleft of the center mark.
Line balls are good and must be
played.
score of the first player to wing point is alffiffi-tirst
l.n a game.
both the forehand and backhand
strokes, the body should be
turned toward a sideline.
A ttw[:fe[早。 :1:y:[[les °f Strokes
of impact in a forehandthe elbow is straight
wrist is relaxed ana
At the po■nt
stroke,
but the
loose.
Directions: Numbers 10 thru L7 are multiple choicequestions. On the line, write tha letter ofthe word or phrase that best completes or
answers the question.
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13。
14.
!{hat is the purpose of the lob shot?
a) to slow down play
b) to force your opponent to the net
c) to give your opponent time to react
d) to force your opponent from the net
trrrhere is the best place to wait for the ballduring a rally in singles?
a) backcourt
b) service line
c) court
d) baseline
What is, the term meaning that a ball mustbe ieplayed? -
a) let
b) fault
c) net ball
d) out
tr{hat is the score when the server wins thepoint after deuce?
a) game
b) 40-30
c) advantage in
d) advantage out
The Eet-r "acett means
a) an excellent player
b) a serve that eludes the opponent
c) a strong drive that scores a point
d) server won the point
10.
11.
12。
25t
15.
16.
L7.
Players change sides every
a) game
b) set
c) even-numbered game
d) odd-numbered game
The minimum number of poir.rts that must beplayed to win a game is
a)3
b)4
c)5
d)6
llhich of the following best describes the
body position for-the forehand drive?
a) facing the sideline
b) facing the net
c) standing at a 45 degree angle to the
net
d) standing at a 135 degree angle to the
net
Directions: Define or explain the following terms.
18. Advantage out
19. Deuce
20。 Double fault
21. Match
252
22。 Set
23. Vol1ey
24, Wtrat are the dimensions of a singles court?
25. How much wider is
court?
a doubles court than a singles
Directions: For numbers 26
of the racquet part
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
thru 32, write the name
on the corresponding blank.
Both numbers 26 and
what part of the27 compriseracquet?
?????
,A
3o
Directions: Numbers
areas. Write
court on the
33 thru 39 refer to
::[r[:::n:こi r ::1長.
253
lines . or
the part of the
33。
34。
35。
36。
37。
38。
39。
40. Describe the traditional and VASSS scoring systems.
Some questions used in this test are taken
modified frOm the book Phys■cal EducatiOn Handb00k
Seaton and others (14).
?
???
?
?
?
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Tennis II Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in serving as
evidenced by scoring 75 points in competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in the volley
shot as evidenced by scoring eight points in competency
trrro .
3) The student will be proficient in game play
as evidenced by scoring 135 points in competency three.
Unit Obiectives:Cognitiie
1) The student
tennis as evidenced by
four.
will acquire knowledge concerning
scoring 75 points in competency
-l
255
Competencies for Tennis II
Competencv One: The Serve
Serve 10 balls from the right side and then
10 balls from the left side. Let serves may be
retaken. Record the number of points.
S+" d.n+
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Competencv Two: Vollev Shot
The tester will hit the student 10 shots.
The student should return the shots into the target
area. Record the number of successful returns.
T = ]es*er
Competency Three: Game Play
During a round robin (cOnsisting of four
players)recOrd the number of pOints in your six best
gamesc  Use the VASSS system (each set is 31 Points)
of scor■ngo  Matches are two Out of three sets.
COmpetency Four: Wr■tten Test
Take a written test covering general knowledge
and rules (22 per cent), mechanics (17 per cent),
strategy (1l per cent), and OfficiatinЁ principles
(50 per cent).
Competency One ■s bas d on the Hew■t  Serv■ce
Placement Test (5).
|
|
丁
|
|
| 笏
f<--30'4
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Scoresheet for Tennis II
Name Final Grade
Competencv One: The Serve
Points from the right
Points from the left
Total Points
Competencv Two: Vollev Shot
Points
Competencv Three: Game Play
Points in game one
Points in game two
Points in game three
Points in game four
I             POintS in game five
Points in game six
Points in game seven*
Points in game eignt'*
Points in game nine*
',kgam€s may not be necessary Total points
Competencv Four: Written Te.st
Record. the percentage grade. points
Grand TOtal of Points
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Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
390 points possible. Grading is as follows: 350 points
and above is an "A:-1r- 32o"to 34g points is a "B",
280 to 319 points is a "C", and 235 to Z7g points is
a I'D'r. Grade levels rrere deter:mined by a combination
of the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and nolrns of varying tests.
The psychomotor area is 74 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 26 per cent.
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References for Tennis II
1. Bunn, J. The Art of Officiating Sports. 3rd ed.Englew 68.*
2. Encyclopedias.*
3. Everett, P., and V. Skillman. Beginning Tennis.
2nd' ed.- Belmont: Inladsworthm
4. Johnson, J., and P. Zanthos. Tennis . Znd ed.
Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 197F
5. Pelton, B. Tennis. 2nd ed. Pacific Palisades:
Goodyear ,aiT|.t
6. Seaton, D., and others. Physical Education
uanauo6t. 6rh ed. E@IEn'EC-Ha1I, L974.**-
7. Stanlev. D.. and others. Phvsical EducationActivities Handbook. 3ffilynffi
* Ava■lable ■n the school library
'* Textbook
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1。
Directions: Numbers one thru eight are MODIFIED true
and false questions. If the ansr,rer is true,
write the word true on the blank. If the
answer is false, write the word or phrase that
will correct the statement on the blank.Correct only those portions of the statementLhat are underlined.
You 理子In:W・1呈1と゛せ[ril::. Ver the end
At least one foot has to remain inffi the surface duringthe serve.
Players find the,            ternmost comfortable
written Test ―― Tennis I工
Most
Cut
The
The
The
ln
Wtrat would
Eo use
Name
st comfortable,
ed by most
2.
3.
4。
5。
6。
器 el:i:i:IsII。 ::[ter
shots。
SI」
i:ξ ::r野
strokes for the volleys are
somewhat shorter than those usedin making-il1?iFe.
backhand grip differs from theforehand grip in that the handis turned to the left, counter
clockwise., +bout one-eighth toone-tourth turn.
grip for the serve is the same asthat used for the forEliii?EE6E-e.
doubles, partners should attemptto take up- a position parallelto each other
_-
play low
expensive than
7。
8。
9。 u:首
:llきt :h[h:h:::tl::γ
antageous stroke
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10. Wtrat effect does hitting a tennis ball with back
spin have on the bounce of the ball?
11. List four pregame duties of the umpire.
12。 On ti:ddli:riT, 1°Cate the positions of the umpire
nesmen.
Some questions
nodified from the book
Seaton and others (14).
used in this test are taken
Phvsical Education Handbook
?
???
?
?
?
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Track and Field Unit
Unit Objectives: 
-
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in running the
50 meter dash as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in running the
100 meter dash as evidenced by- scoring eight points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in running the
400 meter run as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency three
4) The student will be proficient in running the
800 meter run as evidenced by scoring LZ points in
competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in running the
1600 meter run as evidenced by scoring 12 points in
competency five.
6) The student will be proficient in running
cross country as evidenced by scoring eight points in
competency six.
7) The student will be proficient in throwing
the shot put as evidenced by scoring lZ points in
competency seven.
8) The student will be proficient in the
standing broad jrrrp as evidenced by scoring eight points
in competency eight.
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9) The student will be proficient in the running
broad j,r*p as evidenced by scoring L2 points in
competency nine.
10) The student will be proficient in the high
j.rrp as evidenced by scoring eight points in competency
tgn.
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Competencies for Track and Field
Competencv One: 50 Meter Dash
Run 50 meters as fast as possible. Record the
time to the nearest second.
Competencv Two: 100 l"leter Dash
Run 100 meters as fast as possible. Record the
time to the nearest second.
Competencv Three: 400 Meter Run
Run 400 meters as fast as possible.
time to the nearest second.
Competencv Four: 800 Meter Run
Run 800 meters as fast as possible. Record the
time to the nearest second.
Competencv Five: 1600 Meter Run
Run 1600 meters as fast
time to the nearest second,
. 
Run a five mile course
Record the time to the nearest
Record the
as poss■bleo  Record the
as fast as possible.
miauge. .
Competencv Seven: Shot Put
Throw the shot put as
the distance of Ehree trials-
far as possible. Record
to the nearest inch.
Competencv Eight: Standing Broad Jump
Execute three standing broad jumps. Record
distance of the best jump to the nearest inch.
Competencv Nine: Running Broad Jump
Execute three running broad jumps. Record
distance of the best j.r*p to the nearest inch.
265
the
the
Competencv Ten: Higb Jump
Execute three high jumps. Record the treight of
the best jurnp to the nearest inch.
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Name
Scoresheet for Track and Field
Final Grade
Competencv One: 50 Meter Dash
Points
Competencv Two: 100 Meter Dash
Points
Competencv Three: 400 luleter Run
Points
Competencv Four: 800 MeEer Run
Seconds (Women) 7.5 7。6-8。08.1-8.56-8。
Points 15 12 8 4
Seconds (Men) 6.3 6。4-6。5 6。6-6.86.9-7。0
Seconds (lJomen) 16.0-16。1-16.316.4-16.81 。9-17.2
Points 15 12 8 4
Seconds (Men) 14..6-14.7-14。9 15。0-15。315.4-15.7
Seconds (Women) 90- 91-989-107108-115
Points 15 12 8 4
Seconds (Men) 80- 81-8788■95 96-100
Seconds (Women) 270- 271-285286-3056-320
Points 15 12 8 4
Seconds (Men) 240-241-2556-2756-290
Points
Seconds (Women) 600-601-610 611-640 641-660
Points 15 12 8 4
Seconds (Men) 480- 481-490 491-520 521-540
Competencv Five: 1600 Meter Run
Competenc, SiX: Cross Country
Competency Seven: Shot Put
g9,petency Eight: standing Broad Jump
Points
Points
Points
Points
Minutes (Women) 70-71-77 78-856-90
Points 15 12 8 4
Minutes (Men) 60-61-65 66-7576-80
Distance (Women) 103_10111.0ll'-14.11・・ 59-18.11':191+
Points 4 8 12 15
Distance (l"Ien) 20'-21.ll'1 22.=25'11':61-35'llil36.十
Distance (Women) 5'-5'6'・5'7"-606.1:3_6.5":6 +
Points
Distance (Men) 51631-6. 6.111-717. .:-7.5"
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51 4 8 12 15
'6.1+
Distance (Women) 10.―lll1111"-13'1311':-14'14.1't+
Points 4 8 12 15
Distance (Men) ll:-12:1 .1'1-14・11.1-16.16.1・・+
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Competencv Nine: Running Broad Jump
Points
Competencv Ten: High Jump
Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are deter-rined by the number of points
earned in all competencies. There is a total of
150 points possible. Grading is as follows: 135 points
and above is an "A", L20 to 134 points is a "B",
100 to 119 points is a "C", and 90 to 99 points is
a "Dr'. Grade levels r^rere determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area is 100 per cent of the
Height (Women) 3:-3151;3:6.1-4141 :1-416"'V"+
Points 4 8 12 15
Height (l"Ien) 4・-415114 6.:-5.5'1‖-5.6.15 t 7t'+
grade.
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l.
2。
References for Track and Field
Cooper. J. Beginning Track and Fie1d. Belmont:
- Wadswort
Foreman, K., and V. Husted. Track and Field.
Dubuque: hlm. C. Brown, 19ffi
Seaton, D. , and others. Physical EducationHandbook. 6th ed. Effi
Pr-e-n'EG'-Ha 1 1, 19 7 4 . *-"*
Stanley, D., and others, Physical EducationActivities Handbook. ffiltynffi
3。
4。
'* Available in the school library
** Textbook
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student
tumbling as evidenced
one.
Tumbling Unit
will be proficient
by scoring 27 points
270
in individual
■n competency
??????
?
2) The student will be proficient in movements
the uneven bars as evidenced by scoring eight points
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in movements
on the even bars as evidenced by scoring 10 points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in doubles or
triples tumbling as evidenced by scoring 13 points in
competency four.
27t
Competencies for Tumbling
Competency One : Individual Tumbling
Perform as many of Ehe individual movements
as possible. A list of the movement,s and their point
values is found on the scoresheet.
Competencv Two: Uneven Bars (hlomen)
Perform as many of the uneven bars movements
as possible. A list of the movements and their point
values is found on the scoresheet.
Compet.ency Three: Even Bars (Men)
Perform as many of the even bars movements
as possible. A list of the movements and Eheir point
values is found on the scoresheet.
Competgncv Four: Doubles and Triples Tumbling
Perform as many of the doubles and triples
movements as possible. A list of the movements and
their point values is found on the scoresheet.
?
?
?
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Scoresheet for Tumbling
Name
Competencv One : Igdividual Tumbling
One point each:
Forward Roll
Tripod Balance
Two po■nts each:
Front Scale
Head Stand
Shoulder Roll
TiP―UP Balance
v―sit
Three po■nts each:
Back Bend
Back Roll
CartWheel
HeadsPr■巨塁1
(frOm iOIIed
mat)
Round Off
Four po■nts each:
Forearm Balance
Handstand
Headspring '(from floor)
Handspring(from ro1led
mat or floor)
Final Grade
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
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Five poinEs each:
Back Walkover
Front Walkover
Hand Walk
(15 fёet)
Kip―Up
side SPlit
six Po■nts each:
Back HandSpriig_
Front Split
Tins ica
Competency Two: Uneven Bars (Women)
One point each:
Scale
V-Sit
Two points each:
Dismount
Mount
li:h ::i t°
Three po■nts each:
Hip Circle
Knee Circle
Seat Push to
High Bar
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
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Competency Three: Even Bars (Iulen)
Two points each:
Mount
Dismount
Three points each:
Shoulder Stand
Shoulder Roll(forward)
Four points each:
Back Angel
. Box Stand
Thigh Stand
1\ro points each:
Chest Stand
Front Angel
Hold-Out
Knee Shoulder
Two High
Ihree points each:
Flag
Eoot-Shoi.rlder
Stand
Low Arm―to―Aニュu
Shoulder Roll(backwards )
Total Points
Competencv Four: Doubles and Triples Tumbling
One point each:
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
Total Points
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Four points
High
SLar
each:
Arm-to-Arm
Triple Thigh Total Points
Grand Total of Points
Grading
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the compet.encies. There is a toEal of
151 points possible. Grading is as follows: L25 points
and above is an "A", 100 to 124 points is a "B",
75 to 99 points is a "C", and 60 to 74 points is a "D".
Grade levels were determined by a combination of the
policies of the school and experience in conducting
classes.
The psychomotor .;area is 100 per cent -of the
grade.
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References for Tumbling
2。
1.  Cart:ここ[i8。in:x[ic:[lifSLttim。                  1。*
Frederick, A. Gvmnastics for Men. Dubuque:
Wm. C: BrownF
. Gvmnastics for Women. Dubuque:
--ffil-c.ffi
仁 Loken,L and L Wil10ughby。    1,Gymnastics.  Englewood Clif
Maddと
なふd;こar羊皇量もうu』壌響里望塑些」≦妥1°
  Pac.fic PaliSades:
Price, D。, and c。。lei3号者i* Gyコnastics and TumblingeNew York: Arc
7, Ryser, 0.
Dubuque:
3。
5.
6。
8.
9。
Seatttili::ih::;i.
ヤナ
Stanl:Ittv:[皇
e:nia:::::長:                     1lyn
and Bacon, 1973.*
* Available in the school library
*' Textbook
C. Brown, 1968。丼
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Volleyball I Unit
Unit Objectives : Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in serving as
evidenced by scoring 30 points in competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in using
the chest pass as evidenced by ,scoring, 12 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in
setting:up as evidenced by scoring five points in
competency three.
4) The student will be proficient in using
the bump pass as evidenced by scoring seven points
in competency four.
5) The student will be proficient in volleying
as evidenced by scoring 30 points in competency five.
Unit Objectives: Cognitive
I) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
volleyball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency six.
1・¨・Ⅲ ⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢⅢ
' Competencies for Volley ball I
Competencv One: The Underhand Serve
Serve 10 bal1s and record the number
Line serves are given the higher value.
S=sttυdtn十
<- lo'4
PO■ntSO
S
←島 |
3/5
lρ+
3′七
―
―
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Comoetencv Two: Chest Pass
The tesEer tosses 20 high Passes to the student.
The student passes the ball over the roPe and into Ehe
target area. Alternate targets left to right. Record
the number of passes hitting the targeE.
丁=子
“
レ
r<--e?,-
,7'
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9"*p"t"""" ffrt"" t S
s tudent
target
target.
The Eester tosses 10 high passes
who sets the ball over the rope
area. Record the number of hits
Repeat on the opposite side.
to the
into the
on the
?→
―
?
?ー
?
lo?c S' l'1:gl',
|ダ
Hlgr'
+lot-l
Volley the ball against
clock when the first volley hit.s
number
timing.
of hits within the target
28t
Competencv Four: Bump Pass
The tester tosses 10 passes over the net.
The student returns the ball over the net into the
playing area. The student should stand no closer than
six feet from the net. Record the number of correct
returns.
Competencv Five : Volleving
the wall. Start the
the wall. Record the
during a one minute
?
?
?
→??
?
←
?
Competencv_Six: Written Test
Take a written test covering dimensions (16
per cent), terminology (L2 per cent), general
knowledge and rules (32 per cent), strategy and
mechanics (28 per cent), and player positions and
rotation (L2 per cenE).
lO' 
-) 
|
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Scoresheet for VolleybaIl I
Competencv One: The Underhand Serve
Competencv Two: Chest Pass
Points to left side
Points to right side
Grand TOtal of
Final Grade
Points
Total Points
Total Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Competencv_Three : Set-Up
Points to left side
Points to right side
Competencv Four: Bump Pass
Competencv Five: Volleving
Maximum of 50 points,
Record the percentage grade.
Grading
Grades
earned in all
are determined by
the competencies.
the number of points
There is a total of
Name
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210 points possible. Grading is as follows: 180 points
and above is an "A", 160 t.o L79 points is a "B",
135 to L59 points is a "C", and 120 to 134 points is
a "D". Grade levels were determined by a combination
of the policies of the school, experience in conducting
classes, and the norms of varying tests
The-psychomotor area is 52 per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 48 per cent.
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4。 Sandefur, R. Vo1levba11. Pacific Palisades:
Goodyear,
5。 Seaton,D., and others。
nandb00k.  6th ede
Prentice―Hall, 1974。■大
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and Bacon, 1973。ナ
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Written Test -- Volleyball I Name
Directions: Numbers I thru 16 are true and falsequestions. If the question is true, write the
word true on the blank. If the ouestion isfalse, write the word or phrase dfrrt will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
OnIv the serving team can scorepornts on any grven play.
A ball may be hit twice by a side,but on the third hit the ball
must travel-5:ffi the net.
3。
4.
A game consists Of 21 Points.
The overhand chest pass should beffire is too much
danger of comritting a carry.
The underhand, palms up pass, has
been almost eliminated from the
game of volleybal1 because of
the bump pass.
If a. spiked ball hits a playe-r twice,
rt l-s considered to irav6 beenplayed iust onceo
A served ball hitting the net butlanding in the pioper court is
taken over.
Ilitting the ball with rhe fisr isthe most effective way-F
spiking.
A blocker can not reach over the netfor anffidE6n.
7。
8。
9.
10. The two most cormnon errors for
熙 i:n:riil:I五
Any player m,y legil;I SP・ke the ball
on any g■ven p
11。
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should callIn V:Ileと
llil18uis:layer
Serve quigklv when you are piling
up potnts.
A team should play to the opponent's
weakness.
Women will have difficulty using the
bump pass beEffiequirEs15。
16。
17.
18.
19.
20。
more strength.
A cormon fault inthe front line
' to the net.
volleyball isto play too forclose
Directions: For numbers.lT thru 24, indicate thedecision in the following situations. Do not
assume any conditions other than those stated.Put the letter or letters of the correctdecision on the blank.
P 。 。 。 。 。 Point
SO  。 . . 。 Side out
L . . . 。 . Legal or play continues
R . . . . . SerVe over
On the service, the ball touches the net butlands on the boundary line of the receiving
teamts court.
On the second.co4tact by the receiving team,the ball is hit into- the net so thEt rhe
net touches a player on the opposing team.
A plaxer o+ the receiving team spikes the ballbefore it crosses the-neto
A forward on the se-rving team, in spiking theball, steps on the center iine. 'On t[e
s?Te play, a forward of the receiving team
attempts to block the ball and crossEs thecenter 1ine.
The coach of the serving team enters theplaying area during I time orrt.
21.
22.
23。
24。
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The server tosses the ball into the air as
he executes an underhand serve.
Two opposing forwards play the ball
simultaneously above the net, and theball comes back into the receiver's court
where the same forward hits the ball over
the net.
A ball returned by the receiving team crosses
the net outside the marker and hits thefloor inside the opponent's court.
Directions:  Define or exPlain the following te.uis e
25。 Add out
26. Deuce
27。 Double foul
Directions: 0n the following diagram, indicate thefollowing: a) the dimensions of the courtb) the heighr of rhe net
c) the distance the server hasfrom the sideline towards the
center of the courtd) the player positions (six persons)
e) the proper rotation sequence
-            1
Some questions
modified from the book
Seaton and others (14).
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used in this test are taken or
Phvsical Education Handbook by
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Volleybal1 II Unit
Unit Objectives:
Psychomotor
1) The student will be proficient in using the
dig pass as evidenced by scoring seven points in
competency one.
2) The student will be proficient in overhead
serving as evidenced by scoring 30 points in
competency two.
3) The student will be proficient in spiking
as evidenced by scoring seven points in competency
three.
Unit Obiectives:
cognitiie
1) The student will acquire knowledge concerning
volleyball as evidenced by scoring 75 points in
competency four.
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bompetencies for Vo1leybal1 II
Competencv Oqe i Dig Pass.
The tester will toss 10 ba1ls to the student's
forehand side. The student should execute a dig pass
and return the ball across the net into the playing
area. Record the number of correct returns. The
student should be at least l0 feet from the net.
Competencv Two: Overhead Serve
Serve 10 ba11s and record the number of points.
Line serves are given the higher value.
pl
zf-+r+to'.-s, *1r ?→
?
?
?
― ′0→ e
?
?
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Competencv Three: Spiking
The tester tosses 10 set-ups to the student.
The student executes a spike into the playing area.
Record the number of successful spikes.
S=5+υd(り手 '1, lule*
Competencv Four: Written Test
Take a written test covering history (five
per cent), mechanics (five per cent), general
knowledge and rules (48 per cent), and officiating
principles (42 per cent).
ミ ??? ? ?
?
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Scoresheet for Vo1Ieybal1 II
Name
Competencv One: Dig Pass
Competencv Two: Overhead Serve
Final Grade
PoinEs
Points
Competencv Three: Spiking
Points
Competencv Four: Written Test
Record the percentage grade. points
Grand Total of Points
Gradine
Grades are determined by the number of points
earned in all the competencies. There is a total of
160 points possible. Grading is as follows; t45 poinEs
and above is an "A", 130 to 144 points is a ,,B,,,
115 to L29 points is a "C", and 105 to 1I4 points is
a "D". Grade Ievels r^rere determined by a combination
of the policies of the school and experience in
conducting classes.
The psychomotor area is 3g per cent of the
grade, and the cognitive area is 62 per cent.
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written Test ―― Volleyball 工工 Name
Directions: Numbers one thru five are MoDTFTED true andfalse glestions. If the answer is true, writethe word true on the blank. If the answer isfalse, write the word or phrase that will
correct the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portions of the statement that are
underlined.
V°11:I:こ
:: ビ::t:r・g・nated in thels by the YMCA.
The underhand serve is best used by
beginners.
A couul10n ttiStake in b10ckingis tojump too s00ne
1。
2。
3。
4。
5.
Directions: For numbers 6-thru 12, indicate the decisionin the.following situationi. Do not assume any
condition other than those stated. Put theletter or letters of the correct decision onthe b1ank.
p.....Point
SO .. Sideout
L . o . Legal or play continues
R.....Serveover
tTay bl°
Ck the
ln t::I:I::::[::ま
ili」II:き言:二
player on the serving team who started the
game as left forward re-enters the gamein center back position according t; the
original line-up.
f:rI:1lm:le li ::五とint。 長:讐P ii:u::III::
he contacts the ball。
6.
?
?
?
??7.
8.
9。
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As a player on the serving team attempts to
contact the ball, it touches his upper arm.
Just before the serve, the left back on the
receiving team steps behind the end lineto be in a_.better position to judge the
served ball.
エコ回
8:lit:[とp[°ll:uilie ::u:[rYiふs[h:e五:ilback stLps ntO t
his serve, the rightack ste s into the court clo e behind
the right front so that he is ready to
return a possible spike.
The server stands eight feet behind the endline as he puts the ball in play.
The first two players in the line-up of TeamA exchange positions for the stait of the
second game and report to the scorer and
referee.
14. Net violation on the team on his right
15. Stop play
L6. A carry has been cormnitted
L7. Point is scored
18。 Side out
10。
ll.
12。
Directions: Briefly describe how the officials indicatethe following situations.
13. Ball is out of bounds
L9. Good sportsmanship
Some questions
modified from the book
Seaton and others (14).
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used in this test are taken or
Phvsical Education Handbook by
Chapter 5
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recormendations are suggested for
future projects in the area of competency-based teaching:
1) Yearly revisions be made in the program
to update maEerial, course offerings, and grading
procedures.
2) Further study be given to the effectiveness
of the competency-based program.
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APPENDIX A
SCHOOL SURVEY
In order to help meet the needs and interests of
the students at Union Springs Academy, the physical
education departneDt is conducting a survey of the
course offerings in other academies. Listed below are
the courses being considered with several blank spaces
in which to provide courses you offer but are not :
listed. Please mark an 'rXrr in the appropriate space.
ACTIVITY
Ar che ry
B admint on
Basketball
Condit ioning
Field Hockey
Elagbal1
Floor Hockey
Golf
Horseshoes
Ro l.1e r ska t ing
Shuffleboard
Softball
Soccer
Table Tennis
Tenni s
Track & Field
Tumbl ing
NOT
O■FERED
YEAR..TAUGHTg l,.t,o rl r r ltz LENGTH OFUNIT (WEEKS)
Vo11eyba11
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF SCH00L SURVEY
Subject Area
Archery
Badminton
Basketball
Conditioning
Field Hockey
F1agba11
Floor Hockey
Golf
Horseshoes
Rollerskating
Shuffleboard
Softball
Soccer
Table Tennis
Tennis
Track & Field
Tumbling
Vo11eyba11
Number of Academies
Teaching Subject Area
One
Two
Four
' Two
Zeto
Four
Two
Two
Zero
Zero
Zero
Four
Four
Zero
One
Two
Four
Four
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APPENDIX C
STUDENT SURVEY
Physical Education Course 0fferings
In order to heLp meet the needs and interests of
the students of Union Springs Academy, the physical
education department is conducting a survey of its
course offerings and those that are being considered for
incLusion in its curriculum. The activities are listed
beLow with a rating scaLe of I to 5. Please place an
rrXrr over the number which corresponds with your feelings
toward a particular activity.
STRONC                  NO              STRONG
DISINTEREST DISINTEREST FEELING INTEREST INTERESTACTIVITY
Arche ry
B admint on
Basketball
Cond it ioning
Field Hockey
Flagbal-1
Floor Hockey
Go 1f
Horseshoes
RoLlerskating
Shuffleboard
Softbal-1
Soccer
Table Tennis
Track & Field
Tunb I ing
Volleyball
Sex: Male
Are there
l
l
l
l
1
1
1
l
l
l
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Female
3
Class Standing
any other areas you would like to see included?
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Subject Area
Archery
Badminton
Basketball
Conditioning
Field Hockey
F1agba11
Ftroor Hockey
Golf
Horseshoes
Roilerskating
Shuffleboard
sofrbal 1
Soccer
Table Tennis
Tennis
Track & Field
Tumbling
Vo11eyba1l
APPENDIX D
RESULTS 10F STUDENT SURVEY
Average Rating
3.7
3.5
3.6
3.2
3.1
3.6
3.6
3.0
2.9
3.7
2.7
4.3
3.7
3.8
4.3
3.8
3.2
3.9
Rank
6-7-8
12
9-10-11
13-14
15
9-10-11
6-7-8
16
17
6-7-8
18
1-2
6‐778
4-5
1-2
4-5
13-14
3
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APPENDIX E
COMMUNITY SURVEY
PhysicaL Educatiou Course Offerings
In order to help meet the interests of the
constituency of Union Springs Academy, the physical
education departnent i.s conducting a survey of its course
offerings and those that are being considered for
inclusion in its curriculum. The activities are listed
beLow with a rating scale of I to 5. Please place an
rrXrr over the number which corresponds with your feelings
toward a particular activity.
STRONG NO
DISINTEREST DISINTERES■,FEELING INTERE.ST INTERESTACTIVITY
Ar che ry
B admint on
BasketbaLL
Cond it ioning
Field Hockey
F 1 agbal 1
Floor Hockey
Go 1f
Eorseshoes
Rollerskating
Shuf f 1 ebo ar d
Softball
Soccer
Table Tennis
Tennis
Track & Field
Tunb 1 ing
Vo 1 leyb a1 1
uIOre
Sex:
Are
In order to heIP
effectively Please
Male Female
1
:
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
STRONG
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
interpret the results of this survey
circle the aPproPriate choices bel-ow.
Occupation:
there any other areas you would f.ike to see included?
.2
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Subject Area
Archery
Badminton
Basketball
Conditioning
Field Hockey
Flagball
Floor Hockey
Golf
Horseshoes
RollerskaEing
Shuffleboard
Softball
Soccer
Table Tennis
Tennis
Track & Field
Tumbling
Vo1Ieyba11
APPENDttX F
RESULTS OF―COMMUNITY―・SURVEY
Average Rating
3.36
4.L5
' 4.26
4 r2l
2 r42
2 r85
2.57
3.42
3.52
3.94
3.36
4.68
3.31
4.26
4.42
4.68
4.3L
4.82
Rank
13-14
9
6-7
_8
18
16
17
12
11
10
13-14
2-3
15
6,7
4
2-3
5
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